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Abstract

Spin-torque (or spin transfer torque) is a novel phenomenon involving the transfer

of angular momentum from a spin-polarized current to a ferromagnet. There is

much excitement in the use of this effect for developing non-volatile, high density

magnetic RAM, as well as for DC current-driven microwave oscillators. Indeed,

steady-state precessional modes as well as full magnetization reversal of nanoscale

magnetic elements driven by spin-torque have been observed. These observations

have been via giant magneto-resistance measurements, using a reference ”fixed”

magnetic layer, which also serves as the spin-polarizer. Given the experimental

challenges in probing thin, buried nanomagnets, the detailed magnetic configura-

tion of the element has remained unknown.

This thesis describes four major contributions:

1. Development of a high resolution, time-resolved x-ray microscopy technique

sensitive to the magnetic signal from thin, buried nanostructures. A spatial

resolution of 35 nm and time resolution of 100 ps is achieved.

2. Demonstration of this technique in the study of spin-torque driven reversal

of nanopatterned magnetic pillars. An assortment of samples are studied

varying in size and aspect ratio.

3. Observation of two types of behavior during magnetization reversal. One

unexpected process is seen to be based on the transient formation of a vortex

configuration and the subsequent motion of this vortex across the magnetic

element. The second process is less determined but does not involve the
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formation of a vortex. Instead, some form of stochastic mechanism drives

the magnetization reversal.

4. Numerical modeling is performed which reproduces the above types of switch-

ing behavior. A physical picture of the underlying mechanism is given, along

with its dependence on sample dimensions. A discussion of the ramifications

for spin-torque driven reversal in general is also given.
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Chapter 1

Introduction to Spin-torque

1.1 Introduction to Modern Magnetism

Ferromagnetism is a truly unique type of behavior which is exhibited by only a few

materials. The physics which underlies ferromagnetic behavior is entirely quantum

mechanical in that the microscopic source is a property of electrons called “spin”.

But because this fundamentally quantum effect manifests itself at the macroscopic

scale, magnetism has been known about since ancient times, long before the de-

velopment of quantum mechanics. With this long history, magnetism as a tool to

perform useful functions has come a long way. Examples include the compass in

ancient times and electromagnetic motors more recently. Our ability to manipu-

late magnetism has similarly progressed. The controlled generation of magnetic

fields has been the clearest way to manipulate magnetism. But optical methods

[7] have also been discovered, as well as methods using heat-assistance [8]. And

this brings us to the focus of this thesis—an all new way to manipulate magnetism

using direct interactions with injected electron spins. This interaction is called

spin-transfer torque, or simply spin-torque, and it offers many capabilities useful

for device development. Before we dive into a full description of this interaction, it

will be interesting to look at the history and context which has driven the efforts

in this direction. We will see that the interplay between technological development

and curiosity-driven research come together nicely in magnetism research.

1



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION TO SPIN-TORQUE 2

Magnetism is present in physical phenomena for a broad range of length scales—

from meters to 10−10 meters. Applications, experiments, and theories of magnetism

have all steadily marched down these length scales. As one goes down in size, dif-

ferent paradigms of description become more relevant. At large length scales,

classical physics successfully describes, with appropriate assumptions, the behav-

ior of magnetic fields in and around magnets of arbitrary shape and size. At a

practical level, this gives the behavior of the familiar refrigerator magnets as well

as electromagnetic motors and other macroscopic devices. At microscopic length

scales, quantum physics provides the most satisfying description. Using this tool,

we are able to derive the spin of the electron, as well as understand the powerful

exchange forces between individual spins which are based on coulomb interactions

and quantum statistics. In between the two paradigms of classical and quantum

physics but requiring both for a full description, is a rich world which has been

named mesoscopic physics. Studies of mesoscopic systems are highly relevant for

modern research and technological development. Modern devices often require be-

havior which is non-random, yet exhibits novel and exotic properties which can

be used for performing complex functions. For this reason modern and future

devices often occupy the realm of mesoscopic physics where classical determinism

and quantum novelty can be combined.

Aside from electric motors, one of the clearest uses of magnetism today is in the

storage of electronic data. Here, the binary data is encoded in the orientation of

the magnetization. The history of magnetic storage media begins in 1951 with the

introduction of the UNISERVO tape drive on the UNIVAC computer. Tape drives

had the limitation of only allowing sequential writing of data. The first “random

access” type of hard drive was introduced in 1956 with the IBM 350 RAMAC

(“Random Access Memory Accounting System”) shown in figure 1.1. From this

early history, magnetic storage has steadily grown in capacity. Figure 1.2 tracks

the exponential growth of areal data density versus time. Similar rapid growth has

been seen for cost per megabyte as well as access times [9].

Because of the rapid growth in data densities, a lot of the research effort in

magnetism has moved in the direction of smaller magnetic elements. Here, a small
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Figure 1.1: The IBM 350 RAMAC.

magnetic element means that at least one of the dimensions is in the nanome-

ter length scale. Examples would be nanoparticles, nanowires, and thin-films.

Materials scientists can now routinely make such magnetic nanostructures, and

experimentalists have developed tools to probe their properties. At the same time,

theories have been developed to explain the magnetism of small structures.

Another recent focus of magnetism research is on the electronic transport prop-

erties of magnetic metals. This is largely due to the heavy dependence current tech-

nology has on electronic (charge-based) devices, especially semiconductors. The

integration of charge-based and spin-based functions has been forecasted to lead to

increased processing power and integration densities, non-volatility, and decreased

power consumption [10]. Some of the imagined future spintronic devices include

a spin-transistor [11] and a spin-LED [12]. But spin-based devices already have

an impressive history, and one example of great interest in this thesis is the spin-

valve, which is based on the giant magneto-resistance (GMR) effect. Much more

on this GMR effect will be discussed later in this chapter. The focus of this thesis

is on the recently discovered effect of spin-transfer torque, which is also envisaged

to lead to new functionality for spintronic devices. This phenomena is based on
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Figure 1.2: Magnetic disk storage areal density versus year. Taken from [9]

the interaction of spin-polarized electrical currents with magnetic elements. The

spin current is able to drive dynamical modes in the magnetic element, including

steady-state precessional modes, as well as full magnetization reversal in the case

of bistable magnetic elements. This can be understood in a simple way as follows:

since the magnetization in the element is related to an angular momentum, any

change in the magnetization direction must be associated with an active torque

which is the time rate-of-change of angular momentum. The source of this torque

comes from the injected spins of the current, where each electron carries an angular

momentum of h̄/2.

An idealized conceptual picture for spin-transfer can be seen in figure 1.3. Here

we see the typical geometry consisting of two ferromagnetic (FM) layers—a thicker

polarizing layer which generates the spin current, and a free layer which can be

switched. The FM layers are separated by a non-magnetic metallic layer which
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e
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Figure 1.3: Simple geometry for understanding spin transfer effects, consisting of
two FM layers— a polarizing layer and a free layer which can be switched. The FM
layers are separated by a non-magnetic metallic layer which preserves spin-current.

preserves spin-current. As stated above, the injection of a spin-polarized current

into the free layer can generate a torque. This is the spin-torque which is the

focus of this thesis. It can be seen that the effect depends on three concepts: 1)

generation of spin currents by traversal through a FM layer, 2) preservation of a

spin current through a non-magnet, and 3) interaction of a magnetic element with

a spin current. The following sections will seek to explore these three concepts

and provide a theoretical basis for understanding spin-torque. Following that, we

will then move over to experimental work demonstrating the rich behavior possible

with spin-torque effects. We will then discuss some of the open questions which this

thesis strives to answer. A strong background in basic ferromagnetism is assumed

in the following sections. Fortunately, there are many good references which cover

the basics such as Morrish [13], O’Handley [14], and Stöhr and Siegmann [15].

1.2 Electronic Transport in Magnetic Materials

1.2.1 Spin Filtering effect

The first ingredient needed in a spin transfer device is a current with a net spin-

polarization. It will turn out that such a spin current can be generated simply by

traversing an unpolarized current through a magnetic layer. This is seen in Fig. 1.3.

The current leaving the magnetic layer then has a net polarization parallel to that

of the spins in the FM. But the underlying physical mechanism for this is anything
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but simple! And the concepts needed to understand this process we will find are

quite general and will be of use for other discussions.

We begin by considering a typical transition-metal ferromagnet, such as Fe or

Co. The underlying force behind all magnetic effects is the exchange interaction.

In an intra-atomic picture, the exchange interaction (see, for example, chapter 6 in

[15]) is based on the requirement that electrons have an anti-symmetric wavefunc-

tion. Energy considerations then dictate which of the available levels the electrons

fill in an atom. The dominant energy is given by the electrostatic Coulomb force,

and this Coulomb energy can be lower for a parallel configuration of electron spins,

because Pauli repulsion keeps the electrons separated. In this way, a net spin is

then possible in the ground state of the atom.

Long-range order across a solid is then mediated by an inter-atomic exchange in-

teraction of the phenomenological form suggested by Heisenberg, Heff = −J S1 ·S2.

Here S1 and S2 are the net spins of neighboring atoms. Depending on the sign of

J, either a ferromagnetic (spins parallel) or anti-ferromagnetic (spins anti-parallel)

long-range order develops. In the case of a FM, this Heisenberg Hamiltonian can

be associated with the classical Weiss “molecular field” which was proposed to ex-

plain the spontaneous ordering seen in solids. The idea is that a strong magnetic

field intrinsic to the solid drives the electrons to favor a certain direction.

We can now make the connection to the Stoner model. In the solid-state,

electrons form energy bands. The effect of this molecular field in a ferromagnet

is to lift the degeneracy of the spin state, since E = −µ ·B. This can be seen in

Fig. 1.4 where the spin-up and spin-down bands are shifted in energy relative to

each other. This is referred to as the Stoner model [16, 17] and is a good picture

for studying the spin-dependence of electrical transport in a ferromagnet, which is

of primary interest here.

Electrical conduction in a metal is driven by the electrons near the Fermi level.

The conductivity, σ = ne2τ
meff

, is seen to be proportional to n, the number of free

carriers, and τ , the relaxation time for scattering processes. Here, meff is the effec-

tive mass. In the special case of transition-metal ferromagnets below Tc, we must

consider two experimental facts. The first fact is that the dominating scattering
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“two current model”

E
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E
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s band

d band

Majority
spin
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Figure 1.4: Stoner model for transition-metal ferromagnets. The density of states
for each spin band is plotted versus energy. The fermi level is denoted with a
dashed line. The DOSs of the d electrons are denoted by a semicircle, and a
simple parabolic DOS is shown for the s electrons, as expected for a free-electron
band. In the two current model spin-flips are assumed to be negligible so that
only spin-conserving excitations are allowed. The scattering process consists of
spin-conserving transitions from filled s to empty d states near the Fermi level,
as shown by arrows. Because the density of empty states near EF is larger for
the spin-up (minority) than for the spin-down (majority) channel, the scattering
probability and hence resistivity for spin-up electrons is larger. Picture taken from
[15]
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processes which lead to resistance are spin-conserving. That is to say, in most scat-

tering processes which occur, the initial and final spin state are the same. Because

of this, we can think of conduction as taking place through two separate channels,

spin-up and spin-down. The origins of this so-called two current model can be

attributed to Mott [18, 19, 20], with extensions by Campbell and Fert [21, 22].

This is also shown in Fig. 1.4 where the arrows show scattering processes within

the same spin subband. We then have to write a separate conductivity for each

spin, namely

σ↑ =
n↑e

2τ↑
meff

(1.1)

σ↓ =
n↓e

2τ↓
meff

. (1.2)

We now consider a second important fact for transition-metals. Due to the localized

nature of the d electrons, conduction is strongly dominated by the s electrons.

Furthermore, the primary source of scattering, and therefore resistance, for the s

electrons is scattering from d holes at the Fermi level. Therefore, the conductivity

is inversely proportional to the density of d states at the Fermi level. If we look

again at Fig. 1.4, we see that due to the exchange splitting, one of the spin bands

can have significantly more d holes present at the Fermi level than the other band

does. For instance, in the case of the transition-metal Co, the density of states

at the Fermi level for minority d holes is more than that of the majority d holes.

Therefore Co has a reduced minority conductance σ↓. In general, we can expect a

difference between σ↑ and σ↓ for a ferromagnet.

We are now in a position to understand the spin filtering effect. Consider

the injection of unpolarized current from a non-magnetic layer, such as Cu, into a

ferromagnet, such as Co. This is shown in Fig. 1.5, along with an equivalent resistor

model. In the case of Cu, we have σ↑ = σ↓ since it is non-magnetic, and can be

represented as a single resistor, RCu. In the case of Co, on the other hand, the spin-

up channel (majority electrons) has a lower resistance than the spin-down channel
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Co CuCu

r
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Figure 1.5: Cu/Co/Cu multilayer to illustrate spin filtering. Below is shown an
equivalent resistor model for the separate spin-up an spin-down conduction chan-
nels.

(minority electrons). Because of the lower resistance of this path, the equilibrium

current which traverses the multilayer will exit with a net spin polarization.

1.2.2 Giant Magneto-resistance (GMR)

Using the discussion above, we can give a simple model to understand the giant

magneto-resistance (GMR) effect. This effect occurs when we have a magnetic

multilayer structure, such as the trilayer shown in Fig. 1.6. If we now run a current

through the structure, we will see that the resistance measured will depend on

the relative alignment of the two ferromagnetic layers. Let us see how this works.

Consider the case of parallel alignment, as in Fig. 1.6(a). Here, both ferromagnets

have their majority electrons as spin-up, and so spin-up electrons will see a lower

resistance, r↑, than the resistance for the spin-down electrons, R↓. The effective

resistance in the parallel configuration will then be RP = 2r↑||2R↓, where || denotes

resistances added in parallel.

Now, consider the case of an anti-parallel alignment of the two ferromagnetic

layers, as shown in Fig. 1.6(b). In this case, the majority spin electrons of one layer

are minority spin electrons in the other layer. Thus, in the two current model, a

spin-up electron traversing both layers sees a low resistance in the first layer, but

a high resistance in the second layer. The effective resistance for the anti-parallel
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(a) Ferromagnetic layers are parallel,
yielding a low resistance state.

Co Cu

r

R

Co

r
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(b) Ferromagnetic layers are anti-
parallel, yielding a high resistance
state.

Figure 1.6: Simple resistor model of GMR

configuration will then be RAP = (r + R)||(r + R). If one is able to switch the

orientation of these ferromagnetic layers, with an applied field for example, one will

then see a corresponding resistance change. This is the GMR effect: a resistance

change based on the magnetic alignment. The actual “GMR” is defined as:

GMR =
RAP − RP

RP

. (1.3)

If we now define α = r/R, where |α| ≤ 1, it can be seen that:

GMR =
(1 − α)2

4α
. (1.4)

1.2.3 Spin-diffusion Length

A few words of caution need to be stated in regards to the spin-filtering and GMR

effect discussed in the previous few sections. It is clear that within Cu, and far

enough away from the Co interface, there can be no spin polarization. This is

because any such non-equilibrium spin population is reduced via spin-flips which

will eventually return the system to an equilibrium spin population. Thus, the

spin-polarization is only maintained within some distance from the Co interface.

It is of great interest to know how long this characteristic length, the spin-diffusion

length, is. For example, a device such as that shown in Fig. 1.6 will only show a

GMR effect if the length of the Cu layer is shorter than the spin diffusion length.
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If the length is substantially longer than this, it will result in mixing between

the two spin channels. In the end, this characteristic length must be measured

experimentally for different materials. But the functional form for the falloff can

be derived easily from the continuity equation for a spin density s(r). Consider

first the continuity equation for the charge density: ∂n
∂t

= −∇ ·J. This equation

simply states that no charge is created or destroyed—any change in n is due to

a current J of charge flowing in or out. A similar equation holds for s(r), and

can be derived from the Boltzmann equation [23]. However, generally speaking,

the spin density can be changed in ways other than just a spin current flow. For

example, a torque due to an applied field leads to a change in s(r). In this case, for

a non-magnetic material with no applied fields we can ignore such contributions.

The dominating effects are mechanisms involving spin-relaxation to the lattice, as

well as dephasing. We can describe these relaxations phenomenologically by τsf ,

the spin-flip relaxation time.

The full details of the derivation can be found in Valet and Fert [24], where

application of the Boltzmann equation in a two-current formulation leads to the

following result:

Js = −D∇s (1.5)

∇·Js = −
δs

τsf

. (1.6)

The first equation is simply Ohm’s law, while the second expresses that the

divergence of the spin accumulation is balanced in equilibrium by spin-flip pro-

cesses. At low temperatures where electron-magnon scattering is frozen out, the

dominating spin-flip relaxation processes come from spin-orbit interactions and

exchange scattering from paramagnets [24]. Combining Eqs. 1.5 and 1.6 leads to

a diffusion equation which has solutions of exponential decay characterized by a

length lsf =
√

Dτsf . This so called spin-diffusion length has been measured for

several materials and in the case of Cu at room temperature, lsf ≈ 350 nm [25].

This distance is very important for the fabrication of spintronic devices where it is
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desirable to maintain spin-polarization across interconnecting layers. In particular

for the spin-torque geometry of Fig. 1.3, we see that Cu serves as a spacer layer for

the spin-current which is generated in the first FM layer. As long as the thickness,

t, of the spacer layer satisfies t < lsf , a strong spin-current can be injected into the

second FM layer. We would now like to discuss this interaction of a spin-current

with a magnetic element.

1.3 Spin-transfer Torque: Interactions with Spin-

polarized Electrons

1.3.1 Slonczewski Term

The interaction of a spin-polarized current with a local magnetization is anything

but simple. There is a tremendous body of theoretical and experimental work on

this topic which is partially reviewed in [26]. To understand the influence of a

spin-polarized current on a magnetic layer, it is instructive to begin in a single

electron picture. The discussion which follows owes much in its approach to the

excellent reviews found in Stiles and Miltat [27] as well as Ralph and Buhrman

[28]. Consider Fig. 1.7 which shows a single spin traversing the interface between a

non-magnetic metallic (NM) layer and a ferromagnetic (FM) layer. It is assumed

that spin-polarization takes place further upstream by traversal through a FM as

discussed in the previous section. This leads to a well-defined spin direction, with

some angle θ off of the z-axis. We focus our attention on what happens at the

NM/FM interface. The wavefunction for the right-traveling incident (in the +x

direction) electron spin in the NM can be written quite generally with spin-up and

spin-down components using a Bloch sphere representation:

|Ψinc〉 = eikx
{
cos (θ/2)e−iφ/2|↑〉 + sin (θ/2)eiφ/2|↓〉

}
. (1.7)

Here, θ corresponds to the polar angle off the z-axis, as shown in Fig. 1.7, and

φ is the azimuthal angle in the x-y plane . This spin is then incident upon the
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Figure 1.7: Single spin-polarized electron incident on a FM layer.

interface with a FM layer with spin density in the +z direction (magnetization in

the -z direction). Traversal of this interface leads to reflection and transmission

coefficients, R and T, which summarize the effects of band-matching of the NM

and FM layers. In general, the coefficients are complex, taking into account both

losses and phase shift.

We have already seen that within a ferromagnet, the spin-up and spin down

electron levels are exchange split by the molecular field. This means that the

electrons at the Fermi surface, which are responsible for the conduction, can have

quite different properties. We must therefore have spin-dependent reflection and

transmission coefficients, R↑, R↓, T↑, T↓. And, similarly, for the electrons transmit-

ted into the FM, the Fermi wavevectors are also spin-dependent, k↑ and k↓. The

wavefunctions for reflected and transmitted electrons can then be written as

|ΨRef〉 = e−ikx
{
R↑ cos (θ/2)e−iφ/2|↑〉 + R↓ sin (θ/2)eiφ/2|↓〉

}
(1.8)

|ΨTrans〉 = e+ik↑xT↑ cos (θ/2)e−iφ/2|↑〉 + e+ik↓xT↓ sin (θ/2)eiφ/2|↓〉. (1.9)

Due to the spin-filtering effect, there is an enhanced scattering of minority

electrons from the FM. This suggests that |R↓| > |R↑| and |T↓| < |T↑|, namely that

more majority (spin-up) electrons are transmitted through the FM, while minority
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(spin-down) electrons are reflected. But it is important to notice that this does

not lead to a spin transfer to the FM. There is only a spatial separation of spin

moments—the incident spin-down electrons are reflected away from the FM rather

than giving their angular momentum to the layer. To have a spin transfer, there

must be angular momentum which is absorbed by the FM and lost by the incoming

electrons.

Let us consider the transmitted electrons given by Eq. 1.9. Since the transmis-

sion coefficients are complex, we can rewrite the T↑ cos (θ/2) term as |T↑| cos (θ′/2),

where we can now see that the electron spins are transmitted to some new angle

θ′. There is also a phase difference between the spin-up and spin-down portion

of the wavefuntion which goes as ei(k↑−k↓)x. Since this term is associated with the

azimuthal component of the Bloch spin, the physical interpretation is that there

is a spatial precession of the azimuthal component of the spin as it traverses the

FM, as shown in Fig. 1.7. Dependent on the precise distance traversed across the

FM, the outgoing spin will exit with a particular spin component in the x-y plane,

while the z-component is unchanged. If we now average across many incident elec-

trons of different energies and incident angles, the resultant x and y component

will average to zero. Thus, the z-component (longitudinal) of the spin will be pre-

served, while the x and y-component (transverse) must be absorbed by the FM

layer. Similar consideration of the reflected electrons shows that they will also lose

their transverse spin component. In the case of the reflected electrons, they will

also be reflected into a state which is rotated relative to the incident state. This

rotation is governed by the phase portion of the reflection coefficients R↑ and R↓.

This phase varies significantly across the Fermi surface [29, 30], so by summing

over the surface, this azimuthal or transverse component sums to zero. Therefore

the incident transverse component of the spin is taken up by neither the reflected

or transmitted electrons, and by conservation must be taken up by the FM layer.

This is the source of the Slonczewski spin transfer term, which was originally de-

rived in Refs. [31, 32]. We can see that the maximum torque to the FM layer will

be applied when the incident spin-polarization is entirely transverse.

The important result in the above discussion is that spin-polarized current
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Figure 1.8: Two FM layers separated by NM layers, with electrons traveling in
both directions.

which passes through a FM transfers its transverse spin component to the FM.

“Transverse” in this case is always relative to the spins in the FM. We can now add

a second magnetic layer to this model to derive the behavior in typical experimental

geometries. The geometry is shown in Fig. 1.8, where two FM layers of different

thicknesses are shown with NM spacers. We assume that FM1 is thicker making

it more difficult to change its magnetization. FM2 is often called the “free layer”

because the energy barriers between magnetic orientations are lower (for example,

the energy barrier between the two magnetization states along an easy axis). We

will now consider the effect of electron flow in either direction. In the case of

electrons traveling from FM1 to FM2, we have a situation very similar to the above

discussion. Here, by spin-filtering, a current emerges from FM1 with a polarization

parallel to FM1. The transverse component of this spin is then absorbed by FM2,

leading to a torque which rotates FM2 in the direction of FM1. Once FM2 is

parallel to FM1, there is no longer any transverse component and the torque goes

to zero. In other words, the magnets are driven into a parallel (P) configuration.

In the case of electron flow in the opposite direction (right side of Fig. 1.8),

we have a different situation. Here, the electrons are spin-filtered by FM2 and

then subsequently spin-filtered by FM1. This leads to a reflection of spins off of

FM1 which are polarized opposite of FM1. These right-traveling spins then move

through FM2, with the transverse component once again absorbed. Now, since

the transverse component has been flipped by reflection, we see that the torque

exerted on FM2 is in the opposite direction. In other words, now the magnets are

driven into an anti-parallel (AP) configuration.
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We can perform the above analysis for a variety of angles between FM1 and

FM2. Since it is the transverse component which is transferred in each case,

we can see that a perpendicular configuration of the two layers maximizes the

strength of torque between them. In contrast, a parallel configuration leads to

zero torque. The form of the torque can therefore be written (see [33, 34] for a

detailed derivation) as τ ∝ ŝ× (ŝ1 × ŝ), with ŝ the unit vector which points along

the free layer (FM2) and ŝ1 points along the fixed layer (FM1). The total torque

is applied only at the interface of the free layer. By the exchange interaction and

assuming a thin layer (comparable to or less than the exchange length), this torque

is then transferred across the whole magnetic volume V. The angular momentum

transferred is β(h̄/2) per electron, where β is the spin-polarization of the electrons.

Since the number of electrons per second is I/e, we can write the total torque

(angular momentum transferred per second) as:

τ = β
h̄

2

I

e
[ŝ × (ŝ1 × ŝ)] . (1.10)

If we then convert to magnetization M = − |g|µB

h̄
s, we have the Slonczewski

form of the spin-torque:

dM

dt
= −β

|g|

2

I

V e

µB

M s
s

[M × (M × p̂)] . (1.11)

The presence of a current traveling perpendicular to the magnetic layers gener-

ates a magnetic field as well—the so-called Oersted field. This field has a direction

which is azimuthally oriented around the current and it also induces a torque

−(M × HOersted) on the magnetic layer which competes with the spin-torque.

However, it is seen that the spin-torque can be made to dominate in the case of

magnetic elements with small cross-sectional areas. This is because the spin-torque

of Eq. 1.11 is proportional to I/V = J/d where J is the current density and d is

the thickness. On the other hand, the strength of the maximum Oersted field is

proportional to the lateral dimension of the sample, Jr, and so spin-torque will be

dominant for samples below a certain length. It turns out that this length is around

100 nm for cobalt, and plugging real world numbers into Eq. 1.11 yields an estimate
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of the required current density for magnetization reversal. This turns out to be

J ∼ 107A/cm2 for a nanoscale magnetic element. The tremendous heating caused

by having such a large current through the element also favors smaller samples.

This is to maximize the surface-to-volume ratio so that the element can effectively

conduct heat away to surrounding metals. This property of spin-torque that the

effect improves as the size of the element shrinks is quite favorable for developing

high-density devices such as magnetic random access memory (MRAM).

1.3.2 Field-like Torque

The interaction of the spin-polarized current with the local magnetization was

shown in the above derivation to lead to the absorption of the transverse component

of the spin-current in the magnetic layer. This led to an interaction torque of

the form: M × (M × p̂)]. In fact, other forms for the interaction have been

proposed [35, 36]. These theories propose instead an absorption of the longitudinal

component of the spin. We can quickly derive this form here. We need only

consider the action of the spins which are injected into the free layer ferromagnet.

Since these spins are not yet aligned with the FM, there will be some angle between

the spins and the powerful exchange field (Weiss molecular field) inside the free

layer. This leads to a precession of the spins about the effective field. We can write

this precessional torque as: τ ∝ µ × Hexch. But there will also be an equal and

opposite torque acting on the much larger magnetization of the free layer. This

torque is a precession of the magnetization about the effective field of the injected

spins. The form of such a torque is simply precession about an effective field:

dM

dt
∝ M × Hp , (1.12)

where Hp is parallel to the fixed layer magnetization oriented along p̂.

Thus far, it has been experimentally difficult to measure such a field-like spin-

torque. The torque is most likely strongly reduced in strength due to the fact

that each injected electron travels with a different Fermi wavevector k, and so

the contribution of each will be out of phase. Recently, an experiment utilizing
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magnetic tunnel junctions successfully measured a field-like torque [37]. One might

in fact expect the contribution to be larger in this tunneling geometry due to the

high k-selectivity of the tunneling process.

1.3.3 Dynamics Possible with Spin-Transfer Torque

The spin-torque term in Eq. 1.11 is capable of inducing both magnetic reversal as

well as stable precessional modes of the free layer. We will see this by looking at

the full dynamical expression for the magnetization, the modified Landau-Lifshitz-

Gilbert equation:

dM

dt
= −γM×Htot +

α

M
(M× (M×Htot))− β

|g|

2

I

V e

µB

M s
s

(M× (M×S)). (1.13)

Here Htot is the total effective field including exchange, crystalline anisotropy,

demagnetization, and the applied field. For a single-domain magnetic element in a

stable configuration, Htot will point along this stable magnetization direction. We

can now consider the effects of each term in the right-hand side of Eq. 1.13. The first

term is the Larmor term. Any small-angle perturbation of M away from the stable

configuration will lead to precession of the magnetization about Htot, as dictated

by this term. The second term of Eq. 1.13 introduces a damping to the dynamics

which seeks out an energy minimum. In the case of the small perturbation, this

term ensures that M eventually settles into the direction of the field, rather than

precessing indefinitely. We now discuss the effect of the spin-torque term, the third

term in Eq. 1.13. We see that this term has a form very similar to the damping

term, but possesses a current dependence in I, as well as a dependence on the

direction of the injected spins S. This allows the spin-torque term to exactly

counter the direction of the damping term, and this is why spin-torque is often

referred to as a source of “negative damping” or gain. Just as the damping term

leads to magnetic configurations which are energy minima, the spin-torque term is

a source of energy injected into the system and allows it to climb energy barriers

to attain new magnetic configurations. In the case of a single domain element such
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as an elliptically patterned thin film, the stable configurations are often the two

possible orientations along an easy axis. These two orientations are both energy

minima, but are separated by an anisotropy energy barrier. Introduction of the

spin-torque allows the system to climb this energy barrier and switch orientations.

We thus have a method for magnetization reversal and this immediately lends itself

to non-volatile data storage applications.

There is another type of behavior possible from Eq. 1.13. It is possible to apply

a current I such that the “negative damping” from the spin-torque exactly can-

cels the normal damping. In this case, the only remaining torque is the Larmor

precession and the magnetization can then precess indefinitely with an applied cur-

rent. These steady-state precessional modes have been studied with great interest

[38, 39] for the purposes of developing DC current-driven microwave oscillators.

Experiments have demonstrated modes in the 2-40 GHz range with linewidths as

low as 2 MHz [39].

1.3.4 Experiments

We will now briefly survey some of the experimental work which has been per-

formed in spin-torque studies. The first measurement of the predicted spin-torque

excitations was performed in 1998 by Tsoi, et al. [1]. In their experiments, a

sharp tip is brought into contact with a (Co/Cu)N magnetic multilayer. As cur-

rent is driven through the point contact, differential resistance peaks were seen as

shown in Fig. 1.9. The orientation of the magnetization is monitored by the giant

magneto-resistance effect (Section 1.2.2) whereby the resistance is maximized for

an anti-parallel configuration and minimized for a parallel configuration. The re-

sistance peaks were believed to be due to the excitation of precessional modes via

spin transfer.

In the above experiment, the small contact area which is required in order

for spin transfer effects to dominate over those due to Oersted fields is achieved

through careful application of the tip which can be monitored by resistance as
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Figure 1.9: Experimental data from [1] using a mechanical point contact geometry
to a (Co/Cu)N magnetic multilayer. The inset shows the voltage at the peak
versus applied field. A linear dependence is seen.

a function of force applied. Another, more controllable method is through litho-

graphically defining and etching a bowl-shaped hole in an insulating silicon nitride

membrane. On the other side of the membrane, the magnetic multilayer is de-

posited, as in Fig. 1.10(a). Measurements of spin transfer effects were performed

in such a geometry, with resistance versus current plotted in Fig. 1.10(b).

A particularly ideal geometry for measurements of spin transfer is a nanopillar

as shown in Fig. 1.11(a). The first demonstration of this method was performed

a) b)

Figure 1.10: Experimental data from [2] using a lithographically defined point
contact geometry to a (Co/Cu/Co) magnetic multilayer. a) Shows the sample
geometry. b) Shows hysteretic switching for a 2nm Co layer with zero bias.
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a)

b)

c)

Figure 1.11: Data from [3] using lithographically defined nanopillars. a) Shows the
nanopillar geometry and b) the associated field GMR curve. c) Shows hysteretic
switching by spin-torque.

by Katine, et al. [3], and it is still a preferred geometry today. The measurements

taken with this geometry show full hysteretic switching by field, Fig. 1.11(b), and

by current Fig. 1.11(c). These experimental results show very conclusively the

capability of spin-torque to generate magnetization reversal.

In contrast to the above quasi-static measurements, dynamic experiments have

also been performed on nanopillar devices. These experiments can be broken

into time-domain and frequency-domain measurements. An example of a time-

domain measurement [4] is shown in Fig. 1.12. The nanopillar studied is shown in

the inset to (a), as well as the magnetic hysteresis curve. In (b) a time-resolved

measurement of magnetization reversal is shown. A current pulse is applied to

the nanopillar at time t = 0, while the subsequent voltage across the structure

is monitored. The initial voltage drop in (b) is due to the rising edge of the

current pulse, and can be ignored. It can be seen that the free layer element is

initialized in the low resistance parallel state. The application of the current pulse

reverses the magnetization of the free layer starting with some growing oscillations

which finally lead to the full reversal to the high resistance anti-parallel state.

Fig. 1.12(c) also shows time-domain measurements of the steady-state precessional

modes. In this case growing oscillations are seen which then reach a steady-state

behavior, precessing at roughly 3 GHz. This work directly measured the total
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a) b) c)

Figure 1.12: Time-resolved resistance measurements from Ref. [4]. a) Magnetic
hysteresis curves with an inset showing the sample layers. In b) a current pulse
is applied at t = 0 leading to reversal of the magnetization. c) Steady-state
precessional mode driven by a DC current.

damping present in the magnetic system and demonstrated conclusively the control

of this damping by spin-polarized currents. It was shown that the total effective

damping exhibited a nearly linear decrease with increasing current [4], as expected

from Eq. 1.13.

Frequency domain measurements have also been performed to more carefully

study the precessional modes. Work by Kiselev, et al. [5] studied the spectra of

output RF power of a spin-torque sample excited with a DC current. Figure 1.13

shows this data. In (a) the setup for the measurement is shown—they perform

heterodyne mixing of the output RF power from the sample with a swept signal

generator to measure the spectra. The frequency and power of the output signal is

then studied as a function of applied field and current. The frequencies seen for low

currents follow the field-dependence dictated by the Kittel equation. This suggests

that these are small-angle elliptical precessional modes excited by spin-torque. For

larger currents (> 3.5 mA), additional dynamical regimes are seen as shown in

Fig. 1.13(b). The total microwave power for these larger currents grows by several

orders of magnitude. Modeling suggests that these excitations are associated with

large angle in-plane precessional modes. For even larger currents (> 5 mA), the

precessional modes surprisingly go out-of-plane. These large power modes also

show a growing low frequency spectrum. Although not understood at the time
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a) b)

Figure 1.13: Frequency-domain measurements of precessional modes from Ref. [5].
a) The circuit used for the experiments. b) Output power (left plot) and resistance
change (right plot) are measured as a function of applied field and current.

of this work, subsequent studies [40] showed that this low frequency signal was

due to telegraph switching between entirely different precessional modes. The

main results of this frequency-domain work were to conclusively demonstrate the

presence of DC-driven precessional modes by spin-torque. The oscillations were

seen to be tunable over a wide frequency range by varying current and field.

1.3.5 Open Questions

The above experimental results successfully demonstrated the two types of behav-

ior enabled by spin-torque which were mentioned in section 1.3.3. These are the

reversal of magnetization and steady-state precessional modes. Besides demonstra-

tiong the concept of spin-torque, much has been learned in these studies in terms

of field, temperature, and current dependence of the switching and oscillations.

However, a number of open questions still remain. Many of these questions arise

due to the limitations of the only previously available measurement technique: re-

sistance studies. I state here some of these questions, although this list is by no

means complete.

1) Presence of intermediate resistance values. Unfortunately using a single

resistance value to monitor the state of an entire magnetic element poses serious
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Resistance vs. Current

Figure 1.14: Intermediate resistance values seen in Ref. [6].

problems of uniqueness, since many possible configurations of the magnetization

can lead to the same resistance. In the case of fully saturated states (for example,

the free layer fully parallel or anti-parallel to the fixed layer) one can uniquely

determine the magnetic configuration since the resistance value is at an extrema.

However, in the case of intermediate resistance values, such as seen in Fig. 1.14,

the actual configuration is left undetermined.

2) Fixed layer dynamics. Since resistance is sensitive only to the relative orien-

tation of the fixed and free layers, it is impossible to separately study just one of

these layers. From a basic physics perspective, in fact, there should be back-action

dynamics induced on the fixed layer during spin-torque interactions with the free

layer. Quantifying the dynamics in the fixed layer is an important study which is

not presently possible with resistance measurements.

3) Uniform switching of the magnetic element. All of the experimental

studies described above were modeled using the so-called “macrospin” model. In

this model, a uniform magnetic distribution is assumed across the entire free layer

element. The precise orientation of this magnetization is allowed to change in

time, but not in space: M(x,y,t) = M(t). The justification of this assumption

is based on the high cost in energy of introducing domain walls into nanoscale
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structures (< 300 nm in the lateral dimension). The assumption would appear to

be verified when magnetic field hysteresis curves are taken of the nanomagnets.

In this case, square curves are seen indicating only two stable and fully uniform

states. However, recent work [41] has shown that the application of currents to the

nanomagnet might access stable non-uniform states which would not be accessible

simply with uniform fields. There is also the further question of whether non-

uniform states might be present transiently during the transitions between stable

uniform states. In the case of spin-torque-induced magnetization reversal, this

question has been particularly controversial. Experimental work coupled with

modeling done by the Cornell group [4] suggest that the observed switching shows

a rotation of the magnetization which is coherent and uniform across the free

layer element as assumed in the macrospin picture. Other work [40] claims that

switching occurs by way of non-uniform intermediate states.

Unfortunately, the currently used resistance measurements cannot shed light on

these important topics. This thesis sets out to address these open questions with

the development of a direct imaging technique to resolve the magnetic configuration

of the free layer magnetic elements.



Chapter 2

Samples for Spin-Torque Studies

2.1 Sample Requirements

In this chapter we will describe the important considerations in constructing sam-

ples to demonstrate the effects of spin-torque. An almost ideal structure for such

studies is the nanopillar geometry shown in Fig. 2.1. This basic geometry and

slight variations are the cornerstone of most experimental studies of spin-transfer

torque. The key ingredients are shown in Fig. 2.1, consisting of a fixed layer which

serves to polarize the current, and a free layer which acts as our magnetic bit and

is subject to the dynamics of interest. The layers are thin (1 − 30 nm) polycrys-

talline magnetic films, often cobalt or permalloy. The fixed layer can be made less

susceptible to dynamics by increasing its magnetic volume compared to the free

layer. We will also show in this chapter that it can be pinned by exchange biasing

to an antiferromagnet.

The spacer layer shown in Fig. 2.1 is a thin non-magnetic metallic layer, typ-

ically copper. The purpose of the spacer layer is to decouple the free layer from

the fixed. These layers can couple through the RKKY (Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-

Yosida) interaction and by the magnetostatic stray field. Just a few nm of sep-

aration are sufficient to eliminate RKKY effects, and we will see below a way to

minimize the stray field by using a second fixed layer antiparallel to the first, which

serves to nearly cancel the total stray field. Another consideration for the spacer

26
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~100nm

Figure 2.1: Nanopillar geometry for spin-torque studies.

layer is the need to maintain the spin-polarization of the current as it traverses

the multilayer. To accomplish this, the thickness must not be larger than the

spin-diffusion length (see Section 1.2.3). For copper, the spin-diffusion length has

been measured to be > 350 nm at room temperature [25]. We thus arrive at a

reasonable spacer thickness of 2 − 10 nm.

We now address the issue of sample dimensions. It was explained in Chapter 1

that the spin-torque dominates over other effects (specifically the current-induced

Oersted field) for sample dimensions which are small in the plane perpendicular

to the current. This is because the maximum torque of the Oersted field grows

as τOersted ∝ J r where J is the current density and r is the sample size. Spin-

torque, on the other hand, grows with total spin current (angular momentum

injected per second) and acts on the full volume of the magnetic element. Thus,

τ ST ∝ βI/(r2t) = βJ/t and we see that τ ST /τ Oersted ∝ 1/r and the spin-torque

will dominate for small sample dimensions. In fact, calculations [31] lead to the

expectation that spin-torque dominates for lateral sample sizes around 100 nm.
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There are two more reasons for using laterally small magnetic elements. One is

simply the goal of achieving larger data densities by miniaturization. The second

reason has to do with heat conduction. Calculations, followed by experiment, show

that magnetization reversal by spin-transfer torque requires large current densities

of 107 A/cm2. To put this in perspective, if a standard 10 gauge (AWG) wire

were run at this current density this would correspond to a current of 0.5 × 106

amps! Running such a large current would cause the wire to explode, and it is only

because of the large surface-to-volume ratio in a nanopillar that these structures

are able to conduct the heat away and sustain the applied current. This provides

another reason for going to small dimensions in spin-torque samples.

2.2 Sample Fabrication

Fabrication of the multilayer nanopillars described above is a tremendous chal-

lenge in its own right. Fortunately, we have been able to utilize the work of others,

notably the extensive sample fabrication capabilities of Jordan Katine at Hitachi

Global Storage Technologies (see, for example, Refs. [3, 42, 43]). Further process-

ing of Katine’s samples to allow compatibility with our x-ray technique has been

developed and described in the thesis of Scott Andrews [44]. Here, we will describe

the specialized geometry and composition of the samples and the steps taken to

fabricate them. Detailed understanding of the samples will be important later in

describing the behavior which is seen.

The substrate for the samples is a double-sided, 1.3 mm silicon wafer with low-

stress thermally grown silicon nitride of 200 nm thickness on both sides. All fabri-

cation steps described below are performed on top of the silicon nitride substrate.

The subsequent section will explain how free standing silicon nitride membranes

are formed in the last step to accommodate the x-ray transmission geometry. The

description below and figure 2.2 show the main steps and provide the proper end

result. However, several proprietary steps have been withheld.

First, the magnetic multilayers were deposited and capped with tantalum and

ruthenium. In all experiments done to this point, the stack sequence was Ta 50 /
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Cu 200 / Ta 30 / Cu 200 / Ta 25 / IrMn 80 / Co.86Fe.14 18 / Ru 8 / Co.86Fe.14 20 /

Cu 35 / Co.86Fe.14 20 / Cu 1600 / Au 100, where all thickness are measured in Å.

The lowest three layers form the bottom contact. IrMn is a antiferromagnet used

to exchange bias the Co.86Fe.14. The Co.86Fe.14 / Ru / Co.86Fe.14 trilayer forms

the reference layer that polarizes the electrons and does not switch. These three

layers together form a synthetic antiferromagnet which has almost no stray field

that could bias the free layer. The 35 Å Cu acts as the spacer layer that keeps the

reference and free layers from exchange coupling together. The Co.86Fe.14 forms the

sensor layer that switches during our experiments. Finally, the Cu / Au structure

forms the top contact and cap. After depositing the entire stack of metals, the

samples were annealed at 250 ◦C in a 13 kOe field for 5 hours in order to set the

IrMn and Co.86Fe.14 layers.

Next two lithography steps were done. The first was a lift-off of Ta 100 Å / Au

1000 Å to form alignment marks on the wafer. The second lithography step was

used to protect the bottom lead from the subsequent ion mill which removes part

of the bottom lead material. This minimized the capacitance between the bottom

and top leads. The milled areas were then refilled with 1100 Å of aluminum oxide

using ion-beam deposition. Lift-off then removes the excess aluminum oxide.

The pillar was defined using e-beam lithography. A negative resist (Hydrogen

SilsesQuioxane: HSQ) was used to create the desired pattern structure. The HSQ

was sufficiently hard to survive ion milling of the magnetic devices. In order to

verify the progress of the mill, secondary ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS) was used

to monitor the milled species. After ion milling, more aluminum oxide, usually

about 1000 Å, was deposited via ion-beam deposition.

In order to remove the resist and create a self-aligned via to the pillar, chemical

mechanical polishing was used. Next photolithography was used to pattern a 2 µm

area on top of the pillar, followed by 1000 Å of alumna that was deposited and

lifted-off. This layer minimized the potential for shorts between the bottom and

top leads.

In order to contact the bottom lead, photolithography was used to pattern vias

in the alumina followed by etching in Ethylenediaminetetra acetic acid (EDTA).
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(a) Magnetic layers are deposited, an-
nealed, and patterned using pho-
tolithography and ion milling.

(b) E-beam lithography and ion milling
are used to pattern the magnetic pil-
lar. Alumina is deposited by ion-beam
deposition, which is then planarized by
chemical mechanical polishing (CMP).

(c) Photolithography is used to protect
a region near the pillar. After more alu-
mina is deposited, vias are etched to
contact the lower lead.

(d) Finally, the top contact is deposited
and patterned using more ion milling.

Figure 2.2: Processing steps to manufacture nanopillar samples.

After stripping the resist, a brief oxygen reactive ion etch cleaned any organics

from the surface of the wafer.

Finally, the top lead was deposited. After ion milling through the Ta/Ru cap

and into the Cu above the free layer, Cr 50 Å / Cu 50 Å / Au 50 Å / was ion beam

deposited. In order to pattern the top lead, photo-resist was spun and patterned,

and the excess material was removed by ion milling.

2.3 Formation of Free-standing Membranes

One more crucial step in sample fabrication involves the formation of free standing

silicon nitride membranes. The patterned nanostructure described in the previ-

ous section will sit atop these membranes. The reason for having the structure

atop this silicon nitride rather than the usual silicon wafer substrate is because
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ultimately we will perform x-ray imaging on these samples in a transmission ge-

ometry. The 1.3 mm of silicon would lead to almost complete absorption of the

x-ray flux. Instead the structure is made to sit atop only 200 nm of silicon ni-

tride which is nearly transparent (∼ 75% transmission) to x-rays, and structurally

strong enough to support the multilayer structure. A side-view of the sample ge-

ometry is shown in Fig. 2.3. As mentioned earlier, all fabrication was done on a

silicon substrate with 200 nm of silicon nitride grown on both the top and bottom.

A photolithography step and sputter etching are used to etch away a portion of the

bottom side silicon nitride. This allows subsequent etching of the silicon and the

formation of a free standing membrane. The etching of the silicon is accomplished

in a wet chemical etch procedure in a solution of potassium hydroxide (KOH).

KOH etches silicon preferentially in the < 100 > crystal plane, and this produces

the V-etch seen in Fig. 2.3. The sidewalls form an angle of roughly 54.7◦ with

the surface and the etch process takes approximated 40 hours to complete at a

temperature of 70◦C and a KOH concentration of 22.5% by volume. Protection

of the metals on the topside is accomplished by covering with a black wax which

is impermeable to KOH. After the etching is completed, the wax is removed by

dissolving in a xylenes solvent.

We show images of a completed sample in Figure 2.4. On the left is seen a

computer drawing of the structure with the contact pads allowing, for example,

a four-probe measurement of resistance. In the middle is an actual microcraph

(taken with a STXM—see next chapter) of the sample and the rightmost image is

zoomed in, showing the elliptical top profile of the nanopillar. In the next chapter

we will describe methods for characterizing these samples.
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Figure 2.3: Overview of the silicon nitride membranes for transmission x-ray ex-
periments. The bottom side silicon nitride has been patterned by lithography and
sputter etched, allowing subsequent etching of the silicon and the formation of a
free standing membrane. The sidewalls form an angle of roughly 54.7◦ with the
surface. The patterning of the multilayer structure is shown in more detail in
Fig. 2.2.
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Figure 2.4: Images of a fabricated nanopillar structure. The leftmost picture is
a computer drawing of the structure with contact pads. Middle and right show
actual Scanning Transmission X-ray Microscopy (STXM) images of a completed
structure.



Chapter 3

Techniques for Measurement of

Spin-Transfer Torque

3.1 Introduction

The previous chapter introduced the concept of spin transfer torque and showed

some experiments which have measured it. As noted, all measurements up to

now have been resistance measurements which are sensitive to the magnetic state

through the giant magneto-resistance (GMR) effect. Much has been learned with

this technique, including how hysteretic switching by spin-torque depends on ther-

mal assistance, the field dependence, and the excitation of precessional modes.

However, in all these studies, information about the actual magnetic configuration

has been lacking. We saw already that such information is needed to interpret

some of the existing experimental results. But the need for imaging can also be

argued at a more general level. We note that a complete study of spin-torque

effects must take into account other important magnetic effects such as exchange,

demagnetization, crystalline and shape anisotropy, etc. It is the interplay of these

effects with spin-torque that determine the magnetic configuration taken by the

element of interest. Therefore, it is interesting to study the full microscopic pattern

of the magnetization for these elements. This is the primary goal of this thesis. It

will be shown that such microscopic magnetic information can be probed using an

33
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~100nm ~100nm

Low Resistance
(Parallel)

High Resistance
(Anti-parallel)

Figure 3.1: GMR (giant magneto-resistance) for a magnetic nanopillar geometry.

advanced scanning x-ray absorption technique.

The spin-torque effect is capable of inducing both stable magnetic reversal as

well as stable precessional modes, and this depends sensitively to the excitation

used and external parameters such as applied magnetic field. In this thesis, we will

be studying specifically the reversal mode which is induced by spin-torque. We will

be interested in the time scales of reversal, but more importantly how the magnetic

configuration within the element responds to the spin-torque as a function of time.

Our studies are exclusively in the time domain (as opposed to in the frequency

domain), and a square current pulse is applied to the sample in order to induce the

reversal. We can then perform time-resolved resistance measurements and, more

powerfully, time-resolved microscopy to provide full spatial information during the

reversal process. This chapter serves to introduce and describe all experimental

techniques which are utilized in this thesis, both GMR measurements and x-ray

microscopy. We will begin with a description of the resistance measurements.
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(a) Resistance versus applied magnetic field.
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(b) Resistance versus applied current.

Figure 3.2: Typical data for resistance versus applied magnetic field and current.
The resistance is shown in Ohms, but offset from a base sample resistance of
∼ 17 Ω.

3.2 Resistance Measurements

Measurements of resistance are relatively easy to perform, but still can offer some

basic characterization of samples for spin-torque studies. The magnetic signal

which is measured is based on the GMR effect discussed in Section 1.2.2. The

particular case of a nanopillar geometry with a fixed and free layer is illustrated

in Figure 3.1.

3.2.1 Static GMR

Even though full configurational information is not available in a resistance mea-

surement, this turns out to not be much of a limitation, at least for static mea-

surements of the nanoscale spin-torque samples. This is because these samples

are typically small enough to be in the single-domain regime (see Chapter 2), and

are fabricated to have an energy landscape favoring only two states. These two

statically accessible states are designed to correspond to the high resistance state

(where the single domain is anti-parallel to the fixed layer) and the low resistance

state (where the single domain is parallel to the fixed layer). We will see occasions

where the resistance measured is actually some intermediate value, and in this case

only a microscopy technique can elucidate the configuration which has been taken.

In Fig. 3.2 we show some examples of static GMR measurements taken on a
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nanopillar of size 110× 180 nm. This is typical data showing the resistance versus

applied field and resistance versus DC current. The resistance is measured by

applying a 100µA low frequency (∼ 200 Hz) current to the sample and measuring

the voltage with a lock-in amplifier (Stanford Research Systems SR830). The

total resistance of the sample is around 5−25 Ω, while the GMR is typically about

20− 30 mΩ, both of which depend on the lateral size of the sample. For a 100 µA

current, this leads to a 2−3 µV signal which can easily be measured by the lock-in

with only a few seconds of averaging.

Using data such as in Fig. 3.2, we can determine several pieces of information

about the nanopillar samples, such as the coercivity, stray field, and crystalline

anisotropy. In the case of this 110 × 180 nm sample, we can see a coercive field,

Hc = 110Oe, and a stray field of around 50Oe which favors the high resistance,

anti-parallel configuration of the free layer. This stray field comes from the fixed

layer magnetization of the nanopillar. One can also determine if there is any

crystalline anisotropy in these samples by measuring the coercive field versus angle.

Since the magnetic layers are polycrystalline, it is expected that this anisotropy is

small.

3.2.2 Time-resolved GMR

Resistance measurements can also be performed with sub-nanosecond time-resolution.

The setup is shown in Fig. 3.3. The time-resolution is accomplished by using

a pump-probe type resistance measurement with a digital sampling oscilloscope

(Tektronix TDS8200). A sampling oscilloscope can only measure periodic signals

and does so by averaging many waveforms and sampling each at a different time

point relative to an initial trigger signal. In this case, the periodic signal is the

response of the sample to an alternating positive and negative current pulse se-

quence as shown in the top left of Fig. 3.3. The pulses are sent through a power

splitter to the sample and the oscilloscope. As the magnetization is reversed, the

sample’s resistance changes. This resistance change leads to a time-dependent

reflection amplitude which provides information about the reversal time and any
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Figure 3.3: Setup for time-resolved GMR measurements.
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Figure 3.4: Time-resolved resistance measurement. Resistance shown has been
normalized by the magneto-resistance of the sample ∆R. The sample is excited
with a current pulse with a rising edge at T = 0 ns.

features in how the reversal proceeds. This reflected pulse can be measured by

the sampling oscilloscope with sub-nanosecond time accuracy. An example of data

acquired in this manner is shown in Fig. 3.4. The data has been normalized by the

full magneto-resistance of the sample, ∆R. We can see that the time required for

switching of the free layer is 3−4 ns. It can also be seen that the reversal proceeds

somewhat smoothly, but there are noticeable plateaus (at around T = 1 ns and

T = 2.5 ns) suggestive of some distinct stages in the reversal process. Using only

these resistance measurements it is not clear what is occurring during these stages.
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3.3 Magnetic Microscopy - The State of the Art

We now turn to a discussion on performing full microscopy on spin-torque samples.

One might ask the question: if imaging spin-torque samples would be so useful,

why has it not been done before? We will see in this section that the reasons

have to do with the great experimental challenges involved. We will ultimately be

able to perform the time-resolved imaging using a transmission x-ray absorption

method. However, use of an x-ray technique as described in this thesis offers many

challenges unique to x-ray methods. We must therefore consider carefully why

not use one of the more standard magnetic imaging methods. For this reason, I

will quickly survey other state-of-the-art magnetic microscopy techniques, focusing

on their advantages and disadvantages. The techniques include Kerr microscopy,

magnetic force microscopy (MFM), photo-emission electron microscopy (PEEM),

and spin-polarized scanning tunnelling microscopy (SP-STM). We will see that

each setup has unique advantages, many of which would lend themselves well

toward the imaging of spin-torque effects in magnetic nanostructures.

Magneto-optic Kerr Effect (MOKE) Microscopy

Magneto-optic Kerr effect microscopy is based on the interaction of linearly po-

larized light with magnetic materials. The setup is shown in Fig. 3.5. Light from

a laser source is passed through a polarization filter and then reflected off of the

magnetic sample. Interaction with the magnetization acts to rotate the polariza-

tion angle, θK , and ellipticity, ǫK , of the light. Table 3.1 summarizes the important

properties of this technique. Since MOKE is a laser-based technique, the time res-

olution offered is the best available amongst all methods. The magnetic sensitivity

and ease of use are also strong advantages. Some disadvantages are the spatial

resolution which is limited due to the wavelength of visible light, as well as the

applicability only for surfaces.
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Figure 3.5: Magneto-optic kerr effect microscopy setup.
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Magnetic Force Microscopy (MFM)

Magnetic force microscopy operates on the same principles as atomic force mi-

croscopy (AFM), whereby topography is deduced by measuring the force between

a very fine tip and the substrate. The tip is placed on a flexible cantilever which

deflects a distance which is proportional to the force. In the case of MFM, the

concept is similar, with the alteration that a magnetic tip is used [45]. In this way,

the force on the tip is highly sensitive to any stray magnetic field present, such as

that from a domain wall. In particular, the force on the tip is FMFM = (m ·∇)H,

where m is the magnetization of the tip, and H is the magnetic field present due

to the sample. MFM does not directly measure the magnetic moment, but rather

indirectly through the stray field due to the moment. A scanning technique is used

to achieve excellent spatial resolution, the current record being around 10 nm, and

advanced tip technology might lead to improvements in this [46]. Fig. 3.6 shows a

typical setup. The fine spatial resolution is achieved with the use of a piezo-based

motion device, and the deflection of the cantilever can be measured accurately

using a laser beam-bounce sensor. It is worth noting also that a slight variant

of MFM called magnetic resonance force microscopy (MRFM) has successfully

demonstrated an incredible single spin sensitivity [47]! However, the primary lim-

itation of this method is the lack of time resolution, and the difficulty measuring

buried magnetic elements.

Scanning Electron Microscopy with Polarization Analysis (SEMPA)

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM), in which a focused electron beam incident on

the sample excites secondary electrons from the surface, offers state-of-the-art spa-

tial resolution. In the case of SEMPA, the secondary electrons are spin-analyzed.

Since the secondary electrons maintain their spin orientation from the magnetic

material, this yields high resolution magnetic microstructure. The limitations here

are the difficulty in achieving time resolution and the surface sensitivity. However,

sub-picosecond time resolution has been recently demonstrated by using fast pulses

of electrons which are photo-emitted using a laser source [48]. In this work, each
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Figure 3.6: Magnetic force microscopy setup. Taken from [45].

pulse of a high repetition rate laser (80 MHz) generates a single photo-electron used

for imaging. By only having one electron per pulse, they avoid coulomb repulsion

(space-charge) effects which would otherwise compromise spatial resolution. The

beam current generated is still around 13 pA, which is sufficient for SEM imaging.

Spin-Polarized Scanning Transmission Microscopy (SP-STM)

In SP-STM, an atomically sharp tip is brought nearly in contact with a conducting

surface by piezoelectric actuators. A small voltage between the tip and sample

induces a tunneling current. By keeping this tunneling current constant as the

tip is raster-scanned across the surface, the topography can be mapped out with

atomic resolution. The atomic resolution of this technique is due to the exponential

dependence of tunneling current with distance, roughly a factor of 10 for every

Angstrom [49].

A number of years after the demonstration of the STM, a capability for mag-

netic detection was added. The first proposal for spin-polarized STM comes from

Pierce in 1988 [50]. Two different approaches have been used to accomplish spin-

polarized tunnelling. In one case, circularly polarized light is used to pump a GaAs
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Table 3.1: Comparison of magnetic microscopy techniques using several figures of
merit

Spatial Resolution Time Resolution Surface or Bulk? What is measured?

MOKE 400 nm < 1 ps Surface Orbital moment

MFM < 10 nm Slow Surface or Bulk Stray field

SEMPA < 5 nm 100 fs Surface Spin moment

SP-STM < 1 nm Slow Surface Spin moment

tip and generate photo-excited spin-polarized carriers. Through the control of the

light helicity and the configuration, it is possible to change the sign and quanti-

zation axis of spin sensitivity [50]. The second approach simply involves using a

tip which is composed of a magnetic material. Some degree of spin-polarization

is expected in the tunneling current. One of the challenges in this approach is

minimizing stray field from the tip. Solutions to this are to use an antiferromagnet

or material with a low saturation magnetization, and to keep the thickness of the

magnetic material thin compared to the tip-sample separation.

Some of the various magnetic microscopy techniques are summarized in Ta-

ble 3.1. This is by no means a complete review of all such techniques, but only

meant to give a flavor for what is possible today. It can be seen that the primary

strengths of some of these techniques is an exquisite spatial resolution, while in

others the strength is in the time resolution. The techniques also distinguish them-

selves in terms of what is measured—varying from direct measurement of the spin

moment to indirect measurements by way of stray magnetic fields. Finally, some

of the techniques have a low penetration depth and are therefore only sensitive to

the surface.

In the very specific context of imaging for spin-torque, there are a number

of desirable properties. We have already mentioned the desire to have sufficient

spatial resolution to deduce the full configuration of the magnetic element (<

100 nm). We would also like to have time resolution < 1 ns as that is roughly the

switching time seen in experiments (see section 1.3.4). From Table 3.1 it is seen

that all of the techniques surveyed can meet this requirement except for MFM.
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X-rays

Figure 3.7: Setup for an x-ray based experiment on spin-torque samples. X-rays are
shown to traverse the entire sample to a detector which measures the absorption.
Synchronized with the x-rays, current pulses are applied to excite magnetization
dynamics.

It is possible to take static images between switching events in this case, but full

dynamical studies of the switching process would need finer time resolution. Other

challenges include the need to apply currents to the sample during imaging. This is

possible with MOKE since the current does not interfere with the light traversing

the sample. However, in the case of electron microscopy techniques, the current

induces a magnetic field which does interfere with the electron imaging. This poses

a problem for SEMPA in particular as well as SP-STM. A deleterious effect is also

present for MFM which is directly sensitive to magnetic fields.

3.4 X-ray Magnetic Microscopy

This now provides the context to introduce a technique which offers the spatial,

temporal, and magnetic resolution appropriate for imaging spin-torque effects. The

basic concept for the setup is shown in Fig. 3.7. In this figure we show a spin-torque

sample of the nanopillar configuration. Measurement of the sample is accomplished
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by way of a transmitted x-ray beam which traverses the entire sample. Synchro-

nized with the x-ray beam, current pulses are applied to the sample, which drives

the spin-torque dynamics. A full understanding of this technique requires an un-

derstanding of 3 separate components: 1) how x-rays are sensitive to magnetic

moments, 2) how spatially resolved microscopy can be performed with x-rays, and

3) how time-resolved information is acquired. Combining these three components

allows for the otherwise difficult, if not impossible, ability to image buried mag-

netic nanostructures and understand the time dynamics of spin transfer switching.

Another added benefit of x-ray techniques is the elemental specificity. We will see

in this section that this comes about from the specific energies of core to valence

electronic excitations. For different elements this energy varies and so the x-rays

which excite the transition can be tuned to the desired resonant energy of the

element of interest.

We will now develop each of these concepts, beginning with an explanation for

how x-rays can interact with matter and yield magnetic information. In particular,

we will concentrate on x-ray absorption of the transition metal ferromagnets, as

these are the most relevant for applications today. It is known today that the

magnetic properties of these materials is due to the 3d electrons, so probing these

energy levels is key to understanding their magnetic state.

3.4.1 X-ray Magnetic Circular Dichroism (XMCD) for 3d

Transition Metals

The interaction of x-rays with matter leads to scattering or absorption of the x-

rays. Here, we are concerned with the transitions undergone by the electrons in the

material via absorption of the x-ray energy. Since the x-ray energies are around

1 keV, the transitions involve a core atomic electron being excited to the valence

shell. The transition probability per unit time between an initial state |i〉 to a

final state |f〉 is given by Fermi’s golden rule, which is derived from first-order

time-dependent perturbation theory:
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Ti f =
2π

h̄
| 〈f |Hint|i〉 |

2 ρ(Ef ), (3.1)

where Hint describes the interaction Hamiltonian which induces the transition, and

ρ(Ef ) is the density of final states. In our case, the interaction is driven by the

electromagnetic field of the photon. The interaction Hamiltonian is found by the

transformation 1
2me

p2 → 1
2me

(p − eA)2 in the full Hamiltonian, and this leads to

two extra terms which give the light-matter interaction:

Hint
e =

e

me

(

p ·A −
e

2
A2

)

. (3.2)

Here A is the vector potential in the Coulomb gauge (∇·A = 0). In the

second quantization formalism, A is expressed in terms of photon creation and

annihilation operators â†
k and âk:

A(~r, t) =
∑

kλ

(
h̄

2ǫ0ωkV

)1/2

ǫ
(

âk λe
i(k ·~r−ωkt) + â†

k λe
−i(k ·~r−ωkt)

)

. (3.3)

Using this form for A in Eq. 3.2, we see that the p ·A term leads to the ab-

sorption or creation of a single photon, while the A2 term can lead to two photon

processes such as absorption followed by emission and vice-versa. Here, we are

interested in absorption processes in which a single photon is annihilated, so we

only take the p ·A term and we also only use the annihilation operator âk in the

expression for A in Eq. 3.3.

Another approximation which is commonly made is the dipole approximation.

This comes about by the expansion eik · r ≈ (1 + ik · r + ...) in Eq. 3.3. This

approximation is valid for x-ray wavelengths which are still much greater than the

linear extent of the atom r, and thus we have k · r ≪ 1.

If we now put this result for Hint into Eq. 3.1, we arrive at the transition matrix

elements of primary importance. This yields a transition probability per unit time

which goes as
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Figure 3.8: Photon induced transition between states |i〉 and |f〉.

Ti f ∝ | 〈f |p · ǫâk|i〉 |
2 . (3.4)

A simpler form can be arrived at by using the commutator relation [p2 , r] =

−2ip. This allows the change of variables p → imeωifr, where ωif is associated

with the photon frequency of the transition between states |i〉 and |f〉. Finally,

the total x-ray absorption cross section, which is what one can measure in an

experiment, is obtained from the transition probability per unit time normalized

by the incident photon flux:

σ =
Tif

Φ0

. (3.5)

We are left with the important result that the x-ray absorption intensity for an

atomic transition is given in the dipole approximation as

I ∝ | 〈f |r · ǫâk|i〉 |
2 . (3.6)

The presence of the annihilation operator âk simply ensures that the initial

state involves an incoming photon, while in the final state the photon has been

absorbed. This is shown in Fig. 3.8.

The question arises: what are the levels |i〉 and |f〉? We have already stated

that for x-ray energies, the excitation involves a core electron transitioning to the
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valence shell. The initial state is then a well-localized atomic core state. Also,

since the photon is annihilated in the absorption process, its angular momentum

must be transferred to the atom. This yields the selection rule for the change in

the orbital momentum l and its projection on a quantization axis m: ∆l = +1,

∆ml = q, where q is the photon spin and can be +1 or −1.

The final state in the absorption process is, however, more complex. In a rig-

orous analysis of this excitation, we would have to deal with the full many body

effects, notably the interactions of the other electrons with the core hole and the

promoted electron. Instead we will use a simpler, and therefore approximate,

one-electron picture [15] in which we ignore many of the interactions with other

electrons. In this picture, we only consider the final state of the photoelectron,

while ignoring any changes induced on other electrons. Since for transition metals

we are concerned with transitions to final 3d states, let us first list the impor-

tant interactions within the d shell. There are five interactions whose relative

importance may be judged by their characteristic energies:

(1) The interaction of the d electrons on one site with those of the neighboring

sites, resulting in a bandwidth of 3-5 eV [51].

(2) The coulomb and exchange interactions between the d electrons on the same

site, resulting in multiplet splitting of about 2-5 eV [52, 53].

(3) The magnetic exchange interaction giving rise to an exchange splitting in the

d band of 1-2 eV [54].

(4) The spin-orbit interaction within the d shell, which for the 3d metals is 0.05-

0.1 eV [55].

(5) The interaction of the d electrons with the local point charge potential of the

surrounding atoms, characterized by a crystal field splitting of about 0.05-0.1 eV

[51].

It is nearly impossible to fully treat all of the above interactions simultane-

ously. We will concentrate instead on just those which are most relevant for the

L-edge 2p → 3d XMCD in transition metals. The two effects which are relevant to

understand this spectra are spin-orbit splitting of the core 2p states and the fer-

romagnetic exchange splitting of the 3d levels. Consideration of these effects will
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Figure 3.9: Spin-orbit splitting of the 2p states and the associated L-edge ab-
sorption spectra for the 3d transition metals. Spectra is plotted on an absolute
cross-section scale.

yield an intuitive picture for the relevant physics necessary to understand XMCD.

The spin-orbit splitting of the 2p levels is quite large in the transition metals,

13 − 17 eV [15], more than 100 times larger than that of the d electrons, due to

the increased localization of the spatial wavefunction. The presence of a spin-

orbit interaction Hso = EsoS ·L means that the quantum numbers, l and s, are no

longer eigenstates, but instead the atomic state must be described by another set

including j, the total angular momentum J = L + S. This lifts the six degenerate

2p states into j = 3/2 and j = 1/2 as shown in Fig. 3.9. Transitions between these

levels and the valence level lead to the well-known L3 and L2 resonant absorption

levels. These are shown for several transition metals in Fig. 3.9.

In the case of a ferromagnet below the Curie temperature Tc, the valence states

of the 3d shell are split in energy by the exchange field described in the previous

chapter. This energy is 1 eV.

Now that we have described the initial and final states, it is possible to calculate

the transition rates using Eq. 3.6. For an initial state |i〉 = |Rn,l(r); l,ml, s,ms〉

and a final state |f〉 = |Rn′,l′(r); l
′,m′

l, s,m
′
s〉, we can evaluate the matrix element:
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〈f | r · ǫ |i〉 = 〈Rn′,l′(r); l
′,m′

l, s,m
′
s| r · ǫ |Rn,l(r); l,ml, s,ms〉 (3.7)

= δ(m′
s,ms)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

spin

〈Rn′,l′(r)|r|Rn,l(r)〉
︸ ︷︷ ︸

radial

〈 l′,m′
l|C

(1)
q |l,ml〉

︸ ︷︷ ︸

angular

, (3.8)

where Rn,l(r) is the radial wavefunction, and C
(l)
q is Racah’s spherical tensor

operator which includes the photon polarization dependence and can be written

in terms of the familiar spherical harmonics: C
(l)
q =

√
4π

2l+1
Yl,q(θ, φ). One of the

most important aspects of Eq. 3.8 for XMCD is the photon polarization depen-

dence. The incoming x-rays can be linearly polarized (q = 0), or they can be right

or left circularly polarized (q = ±1). Since this polarization represents angular mo-

mentum carried by the photon, which must be conserved during the transition, we

will soon see that it is the crucial piece in how x-rays can be sensitive to magnetic

effects.

Eq. 3.8 shows how the transition matrix breaks down into three components:

a spin, radial, and angular part. The operator acts only on the angular portion.

This means that the spin is conserved in the transition while the radial part gives

a pre-factor which depends on the spatial overlap of the initial and final wavefunc-

tions. Note that the spin-orbit split states in the core level with quantum numbers

|n, l,ml, j,mj〉 can be written in the |n, l,ml, s,ms〉 basis since it forms a complete

set. The transformation between bases is given by the Clebsch-Gordon coefficients

[56]. The following equations can be used in order to evaluate the angular portion:

〈l + 1,m|C
(1)
0 |l,m〉 =

√

(l + 1)2 − m2

(2l + 3)(2l + 1)
(3.9)

〈l + 1,m + 1|C
(1)
1 |l,m〉 =

√

(l + m + 2)(l + m + 1)

2(2l + 3)(2l + 1)
(3.10)

〈l + 1,m − 1|C
(1)
−1 |l,m〉 =

√

(l − m + 2)(l − m + 1)

2(2l + 3)(2l + 1)
. (3.11)
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In particular, we can use these equations to calculate the transition probability

for the 2p1/2 → 3d and 2p3/2 → 3d excitations for right, left, and linear polariza-

tion. These were tabulated in [57] and are shown in Tables 3.2 and 3.3. Let us

first take a look at the 2p1/2 → 3d transition of Table 3.2. One result of the com-

putations shown in the table is the observation that left-circularly polarized light

(q = -1) generates more spin-up (χm = α) final states than does right-circularly

polarized light (q = +1). In fact, the ratio is 3 : 1. This is at first surprising

since the light does not directly couple to the spin of the photoelectron, only to

the orbital moment. However, there is a mechanism of coupling through the spin-

orbit interaction. In the case of the 2p1/2 electrons, the spin-orbit coupling is

anti-parallel, which explains why light with orbital momentum −h̄ leads to spin-

up photoelectrons. In a similar way, we can examine the 2p3/2 → 3d excitation

of Table 3.3. Here right-circularly polarized light (q = +1) preferentially excites

spin-up electrons. This is due to the parallel spin-orbit coupling of the j = 3/2

electrons.

|l, s, j, mj〉 Basis |l, s, ml, ms〉 Basis Allowed transitions Matrix elements
|j, mj〉 Y

ml

l
χms

Left Circular (q = -1)

| 1
2
, 1

2
〉 1√

3
(Y1,0α −

√
2Y1,1β) Y2,−1α 1√

3
×

√
3

15
=

√
3

45

Y2,0β −
√

2

3
×

√
1

15
= −

√
2

45

| 1
2
,− 1

2
〉 1√

3
(
√

2Y1,−1α − Y1,0β) Y2,−2α
√

2

3
×

√
2

5
=

√
12√
45

Y2,−1β −
√

1

3
×

√
1

5
= −

√
3

45

Right Circular (q = +1)

| 1
2
, 1

2
〉 1√

3
(Y1,0α −

√
2Y1,1β) Y2,1α 1√

3
× 1√

5
=

√
3

45

Y2,2β −
√

2

3
×

√
2

5
= −

√
12√
45

| 1
2
,− 1

2
〉 1√

3
(
√

2Y1,−1α − Y1,0β) Y2,0α
√

2

3
×

√
1

15
=

√
2

45

Y2,1β − 1√
3
× 1√

5
= −

√
3

45

Linear (q = 0)

| 1
2
, 1

2
〉 1√

3
(Y1,0α −

√
2Y1,1β) Y2,0α 1√

3
×

√
4

15
= 2√

45

Y2,1β −
√

2

3
×

√
3

15
= −

√
6

45

| 1
2
,− 1

2
〉 1√

3
(
√

2Y1,−1α − Y1,0β) Y2,−1α
√

2

3
×

√
3

15
=

√
6

45

Y2,0β − 1√
3
×

√
4

15
= −

√
4

45

Table 3.2: Allowed transitions for 2p1/2 → 3d
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|l, s, j, mj〉 Basis |l, s, ml, ms〉 Basis Allowed transitions Matrix elements
|j, mj〉 Y

ml

l
χms

Left Circular (q = -1)

| 3
2
, 3

2
〉 Y1,1α Y2,0α

√
1

15
=

√
3

45

| 3
2
, 1

2
〉 1√

3
(
√

2Y1,0α + Y1,1β) Y2,−1α
√

2

3
×

√
3

15
=

√
6

45

Y2,0β
√

1

3
×

√
1

15
=

√
1

45

| 3
2
,− 1

2
〉 1√

3
(Y1,−1α +

√
2Y1,0β) Y2,−2α

√
1

3
×

√
2

5
=

√
6

45

Y2,−1β
√

2

3
×

√
1

5
=

√
6

45

| 3
2
,− 3

2
〉 Y1,−1β Y2,−2β

√
6

15
=

√
18

45

Right Circular (q = +1)

| 3
2
, 3

2
〉 Y1,1α Y2,2α

√
6

15
=

√
18

45

| 3
2
, 1

2
〉 1√

3
(
√

2Y1,0α + Y1,1β) Y2,1α
√

2

3
×

√
1

5
=

√
6

45

Y2,2β
√

1

3
×

√
2

5
=

√
6

45

| 3
2
,− 1

2
〉 1√

3
(Y1,−1α +

√
2Y1,0β) Y2,0α

√
1

3
×

√
1

15
=

√
1

45

Y2,1β
√

2

3
×

√
1

5
=

√
6

45

| 3
2
,− 3

2
〉 Y1,−1β Y2,0β

√
1

15
=

√
3

45

Linear (q = 0)

| 3
2
, 3

2
〉 Y1,1α Y2,1α

√
3

15
=

√
9

45

| 3
2
, 1

2
〉 1√

3
(
√

2Y1,0α + Y1,1β) Y2,0α
√

2

3
×

√
4

15
=

√
8

45

Y2,1β
√

1

3
×

√
3

15
=

√
3

45

| 3
2
,− 1

2
〉 1√

3
(Y1,−1α +

√
2Y1,0β) Y2,−1α

√
1

3
×

√
3

15
=

√
3

45

Y2,0β
√

2

3
×

√
4

15
=

√
8

45

| 3
2
,− 3

2
〉 Y1,−1β Y2,1β

√
3

15
=

√
9

45

Table 3.3: Allowed transitions for 2p3/2 → 3d

The previous paragraph shows that circularly polarized light preferentially ex-

cites electrons of a particular spin direction, by coupling to the orbital angular mo-

mentum, l, of the electron. The spin-orbit interaction then couples this preference

to the spin. It is important to note that a pure photon spin of +h̄ is not converted

into a pure electron spin. Instead, some of the photon angular momentum is con-

verted into electron orbital momentum which is carried by the photoelectron. It is

interesting to see that these effects are implicit in the selection rules for transitions.

In particular, the dipole selection rules that ∆l = ±1, ∆ml = q, where q is the

photon angular momentum.

The final step to understand the XMCD of transition metal ferromagnetic ma-

terials is to consider the effect of the exchange splitting in the 3d levels. The
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splitting is shown in Fig. 3.9, where spin-up energy levels are shifted lower in en-

ergy relative to the spin-down levels. The 3d shell has 10 available levels and these

are filled in the order determined by Hund’s rules, yielding a total spin S and total

orbital momentum L. Let us first consider the extreme case where all spin-up levels

are occupied, leaving only spin-down holes in the 3d shell. In such a case, the only

non-zero transition matrices in Eq. 3.8 would be for a final state of spin-down. We

have seen that such a spin-down state will be favored for a particular polarization

of the photon, namely right-circular polarization for the 2p1/2 → 3d transition and

left-circular polarization for the 2p3/2 → 3d transition. The absorption spectra

around the L3 and L2 edge for right- versus left-circularly polarized light would

then show a strong difference in intensity. This is the XMCD effect, whereby the

x-ray absorption intensity becomes sensitive to the circular polarization of the x-

rays. In a more realistic case where both spin bands have some holes, the XMCD

is reduced slightly, but is still a very strong effect. For the transition metals Fe,

Co, and Ni, each has a more than half full d shell of predominantly majority spin.

There are thus more spin-down holes available for a core electron to fill when

excited, and this leads to the XMCD signal seen for the case of Fe in Fig. 3.10.

Based on the above, the measurement procedure for observing an XMCD con-

trast involves taking an absorption spectra for both x-ray helicities. Another way

of attaining the same XMCD signal is by reversing the orientation of the mag-

netization while measuring the spectra for a fixed x-ray helicity. By reversing

the magnetization direction, the exchange splitting is flipped. This has an effect

analogous to changing the x-ray polarization.

We end our discussion of XMCD by stating the extremely useful sum rules,

which relate the polarization averaged dichroism intensities with the actual spin

and orbital moment per atom. We will not make use of these sum rules in the

course of this thesis, but the ability to separately measure the spin and orbital

moment for a material is one of the unique capabilities offered by the x-ray tech-

nique. Current research makes use of this capability in, for example, studies of

the ultrafast demagnetization of ferromagnets by laser excitation. Previous such
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Figure 3.10: The XMCD effect illustrated for the L-edge absorption in Fe metal.
The shown density of spin-up and spin-down states closely resembles that calcu-
lated for Fe metal. The data on the right are from Chen et al. [58], having been
corrected to correspond to 100% circular polarization. We show the case of circu-
larly polarized X-rays with positive angular momentum (helicity), and the color
coded spectra correspond to the shown sample magnetization directions

experiments have seen a sub-picosecond demagnetization [59, 60], which is surpris-

ing given the measured > 1 picosecond time for spin-lattice relaxation [61, 62].

To further study this phenomenon, there is an ongoing effort to separate the sub-

picosecond dynamics for the spin subsystem (which is in principle not accessible

to the optical excitation) from the orbital subsystem.

We state the XMCD sum rules here without full derivation. The spin sum rule

is due to Carra et al. [63], while the orbital sum rule is due to Thole et al. [64].

The spin sum rule links the angle averaged dichroism intensities with the size of

the spin moment per atom according to

ms = µBC 〈−A + 2B〉 (3.12)

where C is a constant.

The orbital moment sum rule links the angle averaged dichroism intensities with
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Figure 3.11: XMCD sum rules. Schematic illustrating the determination of valence
band properties such as the number of empty d states Nh, the spin moment ms =
µB(N↑

h−N↓
h) = µB(N+ms

h −N−ms

h ) and the orbital moment mo = µB(N+mℓ

h −N−mℓ

h ).

the size of the average orbital moment per atom according to

mo = −
2µBC

3
〈A + B〉 (3.13)

where C is the same constant as in the spin sum rule.

3.4.2 Achieving Spatial Resolution - Microscopy with X-

rays

The previous section described how x-rays derive their sensitivity to magnetic ef-

fects. In the case of transition metals, it was shown that by tuning the x-ray energy

to the L-edge resonance (706.8 eV for Fe) and measuring the absorption difference
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using alternately left- and right-circularly polarized light, a dichroic difference is

seen which is proportional to the magnetic moment. Alternatively, it is possible

to see the same contrast by fixing the x-ray polarization but applying a magnetic

field to saturate the magnetization in both directions. In both cases, the signal is

maximal when the x-ray angular momentum (which is parallel to the wavevector

~k) is parallel or anti-parallel to the magnetization. We now turn to a discussion

about achieving spatial resolution with x-rays. That is, how far can we go with

x-ray techniques which utilize the XMCD contrast in determining the microscopic

magnetic configuration?

The fundamental limit for spatial resolution using electromagnetic radiation is

set by the wavelength of the light. For visible light, this is around 400 nm, while

soft and hard x-rays are around 1 nm and 1 Å. This incredible spatial resolution is

utilized in, for example, x-ray crystallography where lattice spacings of a crystal

can be deduced from the strong Bragg peaks seen in x-ray diffraction. Achiev-

ing the wavelength limit is much more difficult in non-crystalline samples. Like

microscopy with electrons, x-ray imaging is accomplished with both scanning and

full-field imaging methods. Full-field imaging methods typically rely on detection

via charge-coupled device (CCD) image sensors. The main limitation of such a de-

vice is the slow read-out times, making it difficult to achieve sub-microsecond time

resolution. Our ultimate goal in this work is to image spin-torque reversal which

we have seen in the previous chapter to occur in sub-nanosecond timescales. For

this reason, a full-field imaging technique for spin-torque studies is not currently

feasible. Instead, we utilize scanning x-ray microscopy, which makes use of fast

point-detectors which are able to resolve sub-nanosecond dynamics.

3.4.3 Scanning Transmission X-ray Microscopy

A scanning transmission x-ray microscope (STXM) generates microscopic images

of a sample by raster-scanning a focused x-ray beam spot across the sample. In this

case, a transmission geometry is used, so the flux of x-rays which are not absorbed

by the sample is measured to obtain the image intensity. An overall schematic of
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Figure 3.12: Schematic of STXM beamline.

a STXM is shown in figure 3.12. The key components shown are: 1) an undulator

x-ray source, 2) monochromator and spatial filter, 3) Fresnel zoneplate lens, and

4) a detector. The undulator source is desirable for the high brightness and polar-

ization control. Since the x-rays from a synchrotron source are polychromatic, a

monochromator is also critical in order to be able to probe the sharp atomic spec-

tral resonances. The narrow energy band increases the longitudinal coherence of

the source. A spatial filter blocks a portions of the beam, increasing the transverse

coherence which will improve the subsequent focusing of the x-rays. Generating a

small x-ray spot can be achieved in a few ways. One way is to use the reflected

beam from a grazing incidence mirror. Another way which achieves finer focus, is

to use a diffracted beam from a circular Fresnel zoneplate [65]. This is the method

which is used in the STXM we utilized for our experiments. An image of a fabri-

cated zoneplate, along with an illustration of the concept is shown in Fig. 3.13. As

shown, incident x-rays are diffracted by the radial zones with constructive inter-

ference occurring at the x-ray focus. The size of the focus, which is related to the

spatial resolution of the final image, is found [65] by the Rayleigh criterion to be

1.22∆r where ∆r is the width of the outer zone. Very good spatial resolution can

be attained in x-ray microscopy with the use of a Fresnel zoneplate. Resolution

below 15 nm has been demonstrated [66]. This very much depends on the specific

zoneplate which is used and the trade-off is better spatial resolution at the cost of
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Figure 3.13: Fresnel zoneplate lens. Left: SEM image of zoneplate. Right: Shows
concept of focusing. X-rays are incident from the left and diffraction leads to
a focused spot of size 1.2 ∆r where ∆r is the width of the outer zone. Images
courtesy of [65].

reduced x-ray flux. We will see for the experiments here that the zoneplate used

allows for a spatial resolution of 35 nm. Also, it can be shown that partial or full

spatial coherence of the incident x-rays can improve the focus by at most a factor

of 2 [65].

Looking at Fig. 3.13, one can see that unfocused incident x-rays will also tra-

verse through the zoneplate and will increase the signal-to-background of the mea-

surement. This so called “zeroth order radiation” can be blocked by a central stop

in the zoneplate, shown in Fig. 3.14, as well as by using an order sorting aperture

(OSA). Careful alignment of the OSA with the zoneplate must be carried out for

optimal performance.

One of the most crucial aspects for a scanning technique, such as in a STXM, is

maintaining positional stability. The Advanced Light Source (ALS) STXM, which

is the STXM used in our experiment, makes use of fine interferometer control to

determine precisely the transverse position of the zone plate relative to the sample

[67]. In this way, the piezo stage motors can operate in a closed-loop feedback

mode using the interferometer position information. It was found that this feature

led to a marked improvement in the STXM performance [67].

The ALS STXM operates using a single computer which controls all instrument
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Figure 3.14: Fresnel zoneplate (seen from the side) with a central stop, and an
order sorting aperture (OSA) to block lower orders. Taken from [67].

and beamline parameters with a graphical user interface (GUI). This greatly facil-

itates operation of the equipment. A screenshot of the GUI is shown in Fig. 3.15.

Acquiring an Image

We now describe how an image is acquired using the STXM. The goal is to attain

both spatially-resolved and time-resolved information about the magnetic free layer

during switching by current pulses. More about attaining time-resolution will be

described later in this chapter, but for now note that data is taken in both time

and space. The sequence of steps is shown and described fully in Fig. 3.16. Note

that here we show that images in space are attained first followed by a change in

the time delay to acquire images for a new time. Thus, space is scanned first and

then time. Although this is conceptually easier to understand for a first pass, the

reality is slightly more complex. The next section describes a method for acquiring

images for different times in a synchronous manner. This will have the benefit of

eliminating many sources of noise and background.
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Figure 3.15: Control GUI for the ALS STXM.
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1) Focus x-rays to spot on sample
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3 Repeat excitation, measurement, and
reset sequence to acquire sufficient
signal/noise
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4) Focus X-rays on neighboring spot

5 Repeat steps (1)-(4) until an entire image has been acquired)

6 Repeat steps (1)-(5) for a new time delay) tD
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Figure 3.16: Steps for acquiring an image using a scanning transmission x-ray mi-
croscope (STXM) during a pump-probe measurement. 1) The x-rays are focused
to a spot on the sample using a fresnel lens zoneplate. 2) A pump-probe measure-
ment is performed while the x-rays are synchronized with the current sequence
with a time delay tD. 3) This measurement is repeated and signal averaged to
improve signal-to-noise ratio. 4) The process is repeated for a neighboring spot on
the sample. 5) Steps (1) - (4) are repeated to acquire an entire image. 6) Steps
(1) - (5) are repeated for a new time delay tD.
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Sources of Noise and Undesired Contrast in a STXM

Measurements of thin magnetic, nanopatterned structures pose some unique chal-

lenges in a STXM. The main challenge is the very weak XMCD signal arising from

the 2 nm layer buried in 250 nm of other metals. This leads to both a low signal

( 0.1%)and a large background, which therefore requires much averaging to acquire

a reasonable signal-to-noise ratio. There is another challenge as well, and this is

a general problem of scanning techniques, including scanning transmission x-ray

microscopy. The problem is the motion of the sample during a scanning process.

A full-field technique would acquire the entire field of view simultaneously, thus

maintaining the relative positions of the objects imaged. A scanning technique,

on the other hand, acquires the signal for different parts of the image at differ-

ent times. Thus, sample vibrations and drifts during the scanning process will

lead to distortion and relative drifts of different portions of the image. The most

common sources of vibration are thermally-induced as well as scanning-induced

vibrations. Either way, the result is a false contrast in the images. In principle,

a clear XMCD signal should result from subtracting images acquired for opposite

x-ray polarizations. However, due to sample drifts and vibrations, the two images

will not perfectly overlap (imperfect registration) and the differences will contain

false contrast. This is shown in Fig. 3.17. Top images show the difference for right

and left circular polarization of the x-rays which should yield a magnetic signal

by the XMCD effect. It is seen that false contrast develops due to topographic

shifts between the sample scans. The solution to this problem is to develop a syn-

chronous detection method which acquires images for different times in the pulse

sequence in parallel. The following sections of this chapter will describe and imple-

ment this concept with specially built timing electronics. For now, one can assume

that the eight images shown in Fig. 3.17 are taken in parallel. Therefore, by taking

differences of neighboring images, sample drifts will be shared and subtracted away

yielding purely magnetic contrast as desired.
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(Left polarization) - (Right polarization) for each counter

Differences between neighboring counters have purely
magnetic signals with topography subtracted

Current

Figure 3.17: Sources of contrast in the pump-probe x-ray measurements. Top
images show the difference for right and left circular polarization of the x-rays
which should yield a magnetic signal by the XMCD effect. It is seen that false
contrast develops due to topographic shifts between the sample scans. Bottom
images show a purely magnetic contrast which is found by taking differences of
neighboring images. If all images are taken synchronously then sample drifts will
be shared and subtracted away.
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3.4.4 Achieving Time-Resolution - Dynamics at a Synchrotron

We have so far in this chapter described an experimental capability for taking

spatially-resolved images with x-rays. We have also described how sensitivity to

the magnetic moment of the nanoelement is possible via the XMCD effect. As

stated in the introduction, we are ultimately interested in taking motion pictures

of the spin-torque induced dynamics. This dynamics is known to take place in

< 1 ns, so our technique must have a time resolution in that neighborhood.

Performing such fast dynamics experiments is a challenge in general. The rea-

son is that it is very difficult to acquire sufficient signal in such a brief amount

of time at a synchrotron. Instead, what is typically done is a pump-probe mea-

surement. Pump-probe type measurements are frequently utilized to study sub-

nanosecond phenomena in physical, chemical, and biological systems [68, 69, 70,

71, 72, 73, 74, 75, 76, 77]. In such studies an excitation (“pump”) is applied to the

system of interest and, after an adjustable time delay, a measurement (“probe”) is

performed. The pump is frequently an electrical, magnetic, or optical excitation,

while the probe is often an ultrafast absorption, scattering, or resistance measure-

ment which can be performed with a laser, x-ray source, or fast electronics. The

probe signal as a function of time delay then yields information on the dynamics

induced by the excitation. Typically, many such pump-probe cycles must be aver-

aged in order to acquire sufficient signal-to-noise ratio in the measurement. In our

case, we will be applying electrical current pulses as the pump and using x-rays

from a synchrotron for the probe. The biggest challenge in our measurement is

precise synchronization of the pump and probe systems. In order to accomplish

this, special timing electronics was designed and constructed as documented in

Acremann, et al. [78] and Strachan, et al. [79]. This electronics was especially

designed to meet the unique challenges involved in the use of a synchrotron x-ray

source as a probe, and the extra sample drift and vibrations associated with a

scanning technique [69, 73, 74, 75, 76, 77]. Before we go into the details of the

timing electronics, we will start with a description of modern synchrotron storage

rings in which electron bunches orbit and generate x-rays.
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Pulse Pattern Synchronization

Electrons in a synchrotron make a regular orbit around the storage ring, typically

within 1 µs. Within this orbit electron bunches can be filled in regularly spaced

(∼ 2 ns) “buckets”. These electron bunches generate x-ray pulses. The specific fill-

ing pattern can vary significantly for different modes of operation. The Advanced

Light Source (ALS), where we conducted our experiments, has 328 buckets. In

the normal operation mode, buckets 1-276 are filled equally, providing the main

photon flux. Buckets 277-327 are not filled, except one bucket which contains a

higher number of electrons for users with specific timing requirements. An alto-

gether different operating mode called “2-bunch” only fills 2 buckets with a higher

number of electrons. Thus, the challenge for a pump-probe experiment is not only

to exactly synchronize to these bunches with a well-defined phase, but also to

have a “filling” pattern of pulses which matches the filling pattern of the storage

ring. One way to accomplish this is to conduct experiments in a low filling mode

of the synchrotron, or to gate x-ray bunches without a corresponding electrical

pulse [80, 81]. However, a design is desired which allows efficient use of all x-ray

bunches and which can accommodate many modes of operation. This is the type

of setup which was shown in Fig. 3.7. Note that this ability to match arbitrary

synchrotron patterns adds significant flexibility to the pulse generator and allows

one to use detection schemes other than x-rays. Synchronizing the electrical pulses

with other detection schemes, such as a laser or electrical probing system, can be

easily accommodated.

3.4.5 Instrumentation for Generating Current Pulses

The instrumentation described here provides a way to generate software-defined

pulse patterns that can be synchronized and matched exactly to the bunch struc-

ture of a synchrotron. The primary features of the system described here are 1)

fast risetimes of < 30 ps and low jitter in the excitation pulse in order to achieve

the best time-resolution, 2) precise synchronization of the excitations with various

detection schemes, 3) high repetition rate up to 250 MHz, 4) pulse configurability
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(amplitude, pattern shape, delay, etc.) in order to accommodate the relaxation

time of the sample or the time structure of the probe system.
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Figure 3.18: Overview of the pulse pattern generator. A graphical user interface
is used for easy configuration of the pulse pattern via TCP/IP. The FPGA imple-
ments the generation of the pulse pattern which is stored in a RAM as 8 bit words.
A counter running at 1

8
of the 500 MHz bunch rate of the synchrotron source is

used to address the RAM. As this counter is reset by the orbit frequency of the
synchrotron, each bit in the RAM is associated to a specific bucket number of
the synchrotron source. The 8 bit data output of the RAM is serialized to gen-
erate a bit stream indicating on which buckets a pulse is generated. The output
of the serializer is used to trigger the pulse shaping board where a well defined
pulse is formed. Additional amplification provides the amplitude required for the
experiment.

Figure 3.18 gives an overview of the system. To increase flexibility we use a

field programmable gate array (FPGA) for pulse pattern generation and synchro-

nization to the synchrotron, and special hardware to implement the finer time

control (∼ 10 ps). TCP/IP is used to communicate from a graphical user interface

(GUI) front-end to the pulse configuration system on the FPGA. The particular

x-ray photon counting system used in our experiment is described elsewhere [78],

but it is worth noting that clock signals are shared between the excitation and

detection hardware, and the relative phase delay is then adjusted in the excitation

hardware to put the two systems in synchronization. The FPGA used is an Altera

Stratix-2 which can implement a resident soft core processor. This processor runs

a real time operating system (eCOS) which is used to communicate with the GUI
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through TCP/IP and gives access to the RAM banks for generating patterns.
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Figure 3.19: Schematic of pulse generating hardware. Signals from FPGA are
shown in gray. The bit stream from the FPGA is re-sampled by a D-flipflop to
the 500 MHz bunch frequency to improve the timing jitter. After that, the signal
is delayed by two delay generators. Delay generator 1 defines the start time of the
pulse whereas delay generator 2 determines its end time. All parts except for the
amplifier and shift registers are from the high speed emitter coupled logic (ECL)
family. Also note that all high speed signals shown are differential.

An arbitrary pulse pattern is simply a sequence of 1’s and 0’s designating

pulser ON and OFF, respectively, generated at the bucket frequency (in our case

500 MHz). This pulse pattern is represented in the RAM of the FPGA as a se-

quence of 8-bit words. For generating the pulses, the RAM is addressed by a

counter which is incremented at the bunch frequency of 500 MHz divided by 8 and

reset at the orbit frequency of the synchrotron. Therefore, each bit of the RAM

corresponds to a particular bucket of the storage ring. The data output from the

RAM is serialized into a bit stream. The pulse shaping circuit described below

transforms this bit stream into pulses of the proper width, start delay, and ampli-

tude. Figure 3.19 shows a schematic detailing the pulse shaping circuit. In order

to meet our strict timing requirements, this hardware has been developed using
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high performance Silicon Germanium devices made by ON Semiconductor as part

of their GigaComm parts family.

Generating pulses from the bit stream works in the following way: the bit

stream from the FPGA is re-sampled by a fast D Flip-flop (ON Semiconduc-

tor, NBSG53A) clocked by the bucket clock in order to reduce timing jitter, and

distributed along two different paths (clock distribution chip - ON Semiconduc-

tor, NBSG11). The top path is delayed (Delay Generator 1, ON Semiconductor,

MC100EP195) to set the desired start time of the pulse and the bottom path is

delayed (Delay Generator 2) to set the stop time. By inverting the bottom wave-

form and performing a logical AND (ON Semiconductor, NBSG86A) with the top

signal, a pulse of the desired width and timing is generated. The resulting signal

is then AC-coupled and amplified by a bipolar amplifier (Picosecond Pulse Labs,

Model 5865). Non-linearities of the amplifier lead to steepening of the pulses. The

gain of the amplifier is tuneable with an output voltage of maximum 4 volts.

Results and Bipolar Pulses

Figure 3.20 shows resulting waveforms delivered from the pulse generating hard-

ware for various controllable pulse widths. Pulse width and start delay are ad-

justable in 10 ps steps, allowing very fine control for time-resolved studies. The

waveform at the output of the amplifier has a risetime of ∼ 100 ps. Since this

will ultimately set the limit in the time resolution for a pump-probe study, it is

desirable to improve this risetime. This can be done with a non-linear transmission

line (e.g. Picosecond Pulse Labs, Part 7003) which introduces a voltage-dependent

group delay. These devices perform best when operated with a forward bias cur-

rent (5-10mA). A risetime of ∼ 30 ps was attained, as shown in the inset to figure

3.20. The risetime is defined as the transition time between 20 and 80%. We have

also found that cascading two non-linear transmission lines can reduce the risetime

to 20 ps.

Figure 3.21 shows how to generate a high repetition rate pulse train of positive

and negative pulses (as used for the experiment in [76]). This bipolar pattern was

generated by using two pulse shaping boards as well as amplifiers, inverting the
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Figure 3.20: Resulting waveform output from the pulse generator for pulses of
width 1, 2, 4, 6, and 8 ns. Inset shows the rising edge of the pulse.

output of one, and combining the outputs in a resistive power splitter. In the

experiment, the positive pulse was used to excite the magnetization reversal of a

nanopatterned device, and the negative pulse was used to reset the magnetic state.

Hence, it is only the positive pulse risetime which sets the time-resolution for the

dynamics of interest and a non-linear transmission line was used on the positive

pulse only. Resulting waveforms are shown in figure 3.22.

3.4.6 Instrumentation for Detection

In the previous section we described the fast electronics involved in generating

high repetition rate current pulses which are synchronized with the ALS storage

ring. Here we would like to discuss the related challenge of synchronizing our x-ray

photo-detector with the bunches and a novel method for separately counting each
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Figure 3.22: Pattern of positive and negative pulses at 62.5 MHz
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x-ray bunch. Implementation of these counters is needed for three reasons: 1) to

accommodate the various filling patterns of the storage ring, 2) to make use of

the full x-ray flux, and 3) to achieve a synchronous detection method which allows

measurements with low-frequency noise eliminated. We will describe each of these

aspects in this section.

The main problem in many time-resolved x-ray experiments is the fact that

the sample needs to be pumped at a much lower rate than the bunch frequency

of the storage ring. To maintain the time resolution, only the bunch immediately

following the pump pulse can be used for the experiment. This often requires

special operation modes where only a few buckets are filled. We designed and built

a novel software defined photon counting system which can be freely configured for

a variety of experiments using a fast point detector and single photon counting.

Pulse generators excite the sample synchronously to the bunch structure of the

storage ring. Up to 14 photon counters can each be freely configured to count on

any bucket pattern. This way, many different bunches following the pump pulse

can be acquired in separate counters, allowing one to simultaneously measure the

response of the sample at up to 14 different times after the pump pulse.

Figure 3.23 gives an overview of the detection system. The signal from the

avalanche photo diode is amplified and passes a signal conditioning circuit devel-

oped by B. Van Waeyenberge et al. (see, for instance, the work in [77]. As we

expect less than one photon on average per electron bunch, a simple discriminator

is used to transform the analog detector signal into a digital bit stream. A fast D-

flipflop is used to sample the detector signal synchronously with the arrival times

of photons. This leads to a 500 Mbps data stream. The bits which are ’1’ indicate

that a photon was detected on the corresponding incoming x-ray pulse.

In order to reduce the complexity of our setup and to improve flexibility, we im-

plement the photon counting system on a field programmable gate array (FPGA).

A Stratix-2 FPGA from Altera inc. on the Altera High Speed Development Kit

was used. Today’s FPGAs don’t allow a core clock frequency directly compati-

ble with the 500 Mbps data rate. Therefore, the built-in serializer - de-serializer

(SER-DES) circuit is used to transform the 1-bit 500 Mbps serial data stream into
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Figure 3.23: Overview of the photon counting system. The output of the pulse
controllers is serialized and fed to the pulse generators. The pulse generator excites
the sample which is probed by x-ray pulses. Single photons are detected by the
detector, the resulting analog signal is amplified and converted to digital data by
a discriminator. The digital data is deserialized and distributed to all the coun-
ters. The pulse controllers and the counters are controlled by the micro processor
through a data bus. The devices and the processor are implemented on a FPGA.

8 bits at 500/8 Mbps. The counting logic on the FPGA can therefore run at a

clock frequency of 62.5. This way, a lower clock frequency is obtained at the price

of a higher complexity of the counting circuit. However, complex logic can easily

be implemented on the FPGA. The de-serialization factor of 8 has been chosen

to reduce the clock frequency on the FPGA well below the maximum frequency.

Careful design of the counters would allow for a de-serialization factor of 4 or even

2. As the main complexity is caused by other parts of the system, we decided to

use this relatively high de-serialization factor with the advantage of an non-critical

low frequency design on the FPGA. The output signal of the de-serializer is dis-

tributed to 14 counter circuits implemented on the FPGA. The SER-DES is also

used to generate the pulse pattern to excite the sample. All the circuits on the

FPGA are controlled by a micro processor (NIOS-2 from Altera inc.) through a

data bus. As the NIOS-2 micro processor is implemented on the FPGA, the data

and address bus are internal and don’t require additional wiring on the circuit

board. The micro processor communicates with the graphical user interface (GUI)
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running on a PC through TCP/IP.

Figure 3.24 shows the principle of the configurable counters. Each photon

counter circuit contains a RAM with the counter’s configuration: each bit corre-

sponds to a particular bucket of the storage ring. If a bit is set, photons from

this bucket will be counted by this particular counter. As we work with a 1:8

de-serialized data stream, the RAM of each counter is organized in 8× 64 bits. 64

bytes correspond to 512 bits and these are more than enough to store the config-

uration for 328 buckets in the synchrotron. For our application, a dual port RAM

on the FPGA is used: the first port is configured to be read and has a separate

address and data bus. The second port is used to write the counter’s configuration

by the micro processor. In the following, we just look at the first (read) port.

The address bus of the RAM is driven by one counter that counts at 62.5 MHz

and is reset synchronously with a single revolution of the storage ring. As the

number of buckets at the Advanced Light Source is divisible by eight, each bit of

the RAM always corresponds to the same bucket of the storage ring. For storage

rings with the number of buckets not being divisible by eight, a special circuit has

been implemented that measures the exact rising edge of the revolution synchro-

nization signal and shifts the data output from the RAM on a cycle by cycle basis

accordingly.

The data output of the RAM contains the information, which of the current

eight buckets should be counted. AND gates select the photons of interest from

the de-serializer. From here on, just the total number of ‘1’s are of interest as they

correspond to the number of photons of interest. A combinational circuit is used

to determine the number of bits that are ‘1’ within the 8 bit output of the AND

gates. This number of photons of interest is added to an accumulator for every

cycle of the 500/8 MHz clock. The accumulator counts until the integration time

for the current pixel is over.

In a similar way, a RAM can be used to control the pulse generators. It is

also organized as 8 × 64 bits and contains a map of bunches on which the pulse

generator should be active. Its data bus is connected to a serializer that generates
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Figure 3.24: Schematic of a configurable counter. Each counter has 64 bytes of
RAM, each byte stores the counter configuration for 8 incoming data bits. The
incoming data bit is counted if the corresponding bit in the RAM is ’1’, otherwise
not. The address counter changes the address of the RAM at 500/8 MHz, the
same rate as the incoming deserialized detector data. The 8-bit AND gate selects
the photons that should be counted. The output of the AND gate goes to a
combinational logic block which counts the number of ‘1’s. This represents the
total number of photons of interest which is then added to an accumulator. The
accumulator accumulates until the integration time for the current data point is
over.

a 500 Mbps serial data stream to control a pulse generator.

For simplicity, a single-master bus has been implemented on the FPGA that

configures the counters and all the required controllers. The same bus is used to

read the counter values. As the master of this bus, we use a NIOS-2 soft core

processor from Altera inc. As this processor resides on the FPGA, no additional

wiring is required. Figure 3.25 shows the software architecture of our photon

counting system. The control software running on the NIOS-2 processor is based

on the eCOS real time operating system. The processor communicates with the

GUI through TCP/IP and allows to access the bus of the counting system. Since
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the bus is directly accessible by TCP/IP commands, all the device driver logic

is implemented on the user interface side. Thus, all the devices for the counting

system are configured by the GUI through the NIOS-2 processor. The processor

is also used to read the counters and communicate with the control system of the

STXM. In order to meet the real time requirements for scanning images, a buffering

scheme is used. A new pixel measurement is requested by the STXM control

system by a TTL signal. A state machine on the FPGA starts the counters for

the integration time. At the end of the integration time, the counters are stopped

and an interrupt is triggered for the NIOS-2 processor. The interrupt service

routine reads all the counters and stores the values in a buffer which is read by a

server and sent to the STXM control system. This way, sub-microsecond real time

performance can be combined with the lack of real time capabilities of the network

transporting the data.

Figure 3.26 shows some results obtained by our system. In Fig. 3.26(a), the

filling pattern of the storage ring has been measured: for each data point, one

counter has been configured to just count on one particular bunch. The equally

filled bunches 1-276 as well as the stronger bunch 318 can clearly been seen. Figure

3.26(b),(c) shows STXM images and demonstrates that the dynamic response of

a ferromagnet to a current pulse can be measured. The magnetization of a 100 ×

150 nm elliptical ferromagnetic disk has been modified by current pulses of 4 ns

length. The magnetization has been imaged using STXM. The details of this

experiment are explained later in this thesis and in Ref. [76]. Figures 3.26(b)

and (c) show the magnetization of the ferromagnet along the short axis of the

ellipse. The data leading to figures 3.26(b) and 3.26(c) have been recorded with

two different counters separated by 4 ns. Fig. 3.26(b) shows the magnetization

before a pulse was applied to the sample whereas Fig. 3.26(c) was measured during

the pulse. After that, the sample was reset into its original configuration by an

additional pulse and the sequence was repeated. The changing black-white contrast

shows that the magnetization along the short axis of the ellipse is reversed by

the current pulse. As the pulse sequence was 16 ns long, the two images have
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Figure 3.25: Schematic of the software architecture. The Bus Server on the NIOS-2
processor communicates with the GUI on PC through TCP/IP and gives access to
the bus on the FPGA. At the end of the integration time for a pixel, the Interrupt
Service Routine reads the values of all counters and stores them in a buffer. The
Pixel Server on the processor sends these values from the buffer to the STXM
control system through TCP/IP. The Sync Signal from STXM is used to start the
measurement for a new pixel.

been acquired quasi-simultaneously [76]. By shifting the time delay of the pulse

generator with respect to the photon pulses of the synchrotron, images at different

times can be obtained.

3.4.7 Noise Immunity by Synchronous Detection

The photon counting system described above implements a synchronous detection

scheme which provides immunity to many sources of noise such as thermal and
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Figure 3.26: a)Filling pattern of the storage ring measured by our photon counting
system. It shows that buckets 1-276 have the same intensity and amongst buckets
277-327, only 318 is filled with a higher intensity. b) shows the magnetization of
a ferromagnetic disk of 100 × 150 nm size imaged by STXM. c) shows the same
sample during a current pulse of 4 ns which is used to modify the magnetization.
The sample is reset by another pulse, allowing to observe magneto-dynamics in
a pump-probe measurement. Notice that the magnetic contrast in b) and c) is
opposite, showing magnetization reversal caused by the current pulse.

scanning vibrations. False contrast due to these topographic shifts was mentioned

in Section 3.4.3. It was shown in Fig. 3.17 that by taking images in parallel for

different times in the pulse sequence, these topographic shifts would be identically
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shared in all images. Thus, by simply taking differences in neighboring images

a purely current-induced magnetic signal is acquired. This was one of the goals

of the specially developed photon detection system. This provides immunity to

noise sources which are slower than the time between x-ray bunches (2 ns). This

works in a manner very similar to a Lock-In amplifier. In that case, a system is

driven by a narrow frequency band and the response of the sample is measured

only within this frequency band. By doing this, the measurement becomes immune

to all broadband noise sources outside of this narrow band. Our photon counting

system works very similarly by acquiring signal in parallel, meaning by neighboring

x-ray bunches within 16 ns of each other. Therefore, all noise sources which operate

on a time-scale slower than this (≤ 100 MHz, such as most thermal and sample

vibrations) will be shared between the counters and can be subtracted out. Our

custom-built excitation and detection hardware allowed this noise immunity which

was crucial to bringing out the weak XMCD signal of the thin magnetic free layer.



Chapter 4

Vortex-Driven Reversal

Mechanism in Larger Samples

The previous chapters have described in detail the x-ray magnetic microscopy

technique used here as well as the samples to be studied. The sample parameters

were chosen to maximize the spin-torque effects and the goal of this chapter and

the following one is to fully understand how these samples behave. We use all the

techniques at our disposal as they were described in Chapter 3. The measurements

we have performed are static and dynamic resistance measurements as well as, and

most importantly, dynamic x-ray microscopy measurements. Of primary interest

will be to determine the dominating physical processes which lead to switching,

and the intermediate configurations taken by the nanomagnet. Recall that one of

the open questions for modeling this reversal is the appropriateness of a macrospin

(uniform magnetization which moves coherently) versus a micromagnetic approach.

For the samples studied in this chapter, we will see an interesting picture develop

of how these samples switch. Specifically, it will be seen that the magnetization

reversal proceeds by the transient formation of a vortex configuration within the

nanomagnet. This vortex is then driven across and out of the sample, leading to

the full switching of the element.

79
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Magnetic field
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Figure 4.1: STXM image of a 110 × 180 nm sample as seen from above. An
arrow shows the direction of the in-plane magnetic field which is applied for GMR
measurements.

4.1 Measurements of a 110× 180 nm Sample

A 110 × 180 nm sample is shown in Fig. 4.1. This is an actual STXM absorption

image, showing the topography as seen from the top view of the sample. The

lateral dimensions are seen to be roughly 110 × 180 nm, even though the nominal

size was meant to be 100 × 200 nm. Errors in electron beam lithography and the

subsequent ion milling step explain this discrepancy.

4.1.1 Static Resistance Measurements

Many resistance scans were performed on this sample and Fig. 4.2 shows some

representative data. An applied magnetic field was swept from −400 to +400 Oe

in the direction shown in Fig. 4.1. Simultaneously, the resistance of the sample

was monitored by applying a small 100µA current and measuring the voltage

drop across the sample. The base resistance of the sample is roughly 17 Ω due to

the narrow lateral dimensions of the nanopillar. It can be seen in Fig. 4.2 that

the applied magnetic fields hysteretically switch the spin valve into states of low
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Figure 4.2: GMR versus applied magnetic field for a typical 110× 180 nm sample.
The resistance is shown in Ohms, but offset from a base sample resistance of
∼ 17 Ω.

and high resistance. These states correspond, respectively, to a parallel and anti-

parallel configuration of the free layer relative to the fixed layer. The change in

resistance of these two states is ∆R ≈ 25 mΩ. For these applied magnetic field

values, we can see that the fixed layer is not switched. It has been shown in [43],

in which samples very similar to ours were studied, that an in-plane field greater

than 2 kOe is required to perturb the exchange coupled synthetic antiferromagnetic

(SAF) layers. The coercivity of the sample in Fig. 4.2 is ∼ 125 Oe, and the typical

range for the 110 × 180 nm samples is 75 − 125 Oe. The distribution in coercivity

across these samples is primarily due to variations in the lithographically defined

size and shape, which leads to a distribution of shape anisotropies. Also evident

in Fig. 4.2 is a shift of the hysteresis curve from center by about 50 Oe. This is

indicative of a net coupling on the free layer which favors an antiparallel alignment

with the fixed layer. The most likely source is a magnetostatic stray field from

the fixed layer. The value 50 Oe is also quite typical across many 110 × 180 nm

samples.

The application of DC currents to these samples demonstrates the spin-torque

induced magnetization reversal of the free layer. Fig. 4.3 shows representative
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data. What is seen in this figure is a strong background showing the quadratic

dependence of resistance on the current. This behavior is evident throughout

the literature in studies of spin-torque samples and is due to increased electron-

phonon and electron-magnon scattering with increasing bias [82]. On top of this

background, distinct steps in the resistance can be seen at 4.8 mA and −8.6 mA.

These steps are hysteretic. When the bias is brought to zero following one of the

resistance steps, it is seen that the resistance is that of the fully saturated parallel or

anti-parallel states. We can thus interpret the resistance jumps as current-induced

magnetization reversal. There is a transition from the antiparallel to parallel state

at the current IAP→P = +4.8 mA and a transition from parallel to antiparallel at

a current IP→AP = −8.6 mA. Furthermore, there is an asymmetry in the current

magnitude at which these jumps occur: |IAP→P | < |IP→AP |. This asymmetry is a

distinct signature of a spin-transfer torque [31]. This is because other effects which

could be driving the reversal, such as a thermal switching effect, would go as the

current amplitude |I|, since current direction is not important for heating. Spin-

torque, on the other hand, does have a dependence on current direction, because

a transmission process leads to parallel switching while a reflection process leads

to anti-parallel switching. This was described in more detail in Chapter 1.

Current-driven magnetization reversal is also studied with nanosecond pulses.

The goal for this measurement is to establish a pulse width and amplitude which

firmly places the spin-transfer switching in the non-thermally assisted regime, and

attain a high probability for switching, while at the same time being careful not

to apply too large an amplitude which might lead to sample damage. The reason

these are of concern is because we are using a pump-probe measurement and non-

switching events will reduce the signal measured while thermal-assisted switching

will be stochastically distributed in time, leading to a time-averaged signal.

If spin-transfer is assisted by thermal activation, the critical current Ic needed

for switching is reduced [83] from Ic0 to:

Ic = Ic0

[

1 − (
kbT

E
)ln(τpulse/τ0)

]

, (4.1)
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Figure 4.3: GMR versus current for a typical 110 × 180 nm sample.

where Ic0 is the critical current at 0 K, E is the energy barrier for switching (set

primarily by the anisotropy), τpulse is the pulse width, τ0 is the thermal attempt

period, and T is the temperature. Notice that the thermal assistance contribution

becomes negligible for τpulse ∼ τ0 and so τ0 sets the characteristic time scale for

temperature assistance. Ultimately, it is set by intrinsic materials properties like

anisotropy and damping [84]. Experiments show τ0 ≈ 10−9 s for transition metal

nanoparticles [85].

Figure 4.4 shows data in which 4 ns pulses of alternating polarity are applied

to the sample while the resistance is measured. The pulses have an amplitude of

±25 mA while the current for measuring the resistance is only 100µA. If every

pulse successfully reversed the magnetization, a sequence of regularly alternating

resistance values would result as can be seen, for example, in the time window

from 60 - 80 in Fig. 4.4. Instead, there is the occasional pulse which does not

reverse the magnetization. By raising the pulse amplitude, the probability of

switching is increased. In the data of Fig. 4.4, 90% and 97.5% of the pulses lead to

a successful reversal to the parallel and antiparallel state, respectively. Thus, this

pulse amplitude and width lead to fairly reliable, non-thermal switching. This is
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Figure 4.4: Resistance of a 110×180 nm sample as 4ns current pulses of alternating
polarity are applied. The amplitude of the pulses is ±23 mA and the pulse width
is 4 ns. Following each pulse, the resistance is measured for 2 time steps. The
resistance shown is offset from the base sample resistance of ∼ 17 Ω. Not all
applied pulses lead to a reversal. It is shown that 90% and 97.5% of the time a
successful reversal to the parallel and antiparallel state, respectively, is achieved.
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an important property for any pump-probe study since thermally driven dynamics

are non-deterministic and will reduce the signal due to time averaging.

4.1.2 Pump-probe Measurements

The remaining measurements shown will be pump-probe type measurements where

fast current pulses (4 − 10 ns) of alternating polarity are applied to the samples.

Synchronized with these current pulses is the probe, which will be either x-rays

or a resistance measurement. These two types of pump-probe measurements were

described in Chapter 3. The most elucidating measurements on the samples were

performed with time-resolved, pump-probe x-ray microscopy which shows the ac-

tual magnetization configuration during various stages of the reversal. Performing

such measurements offers many experimental challenges [76], and so large-scale

studies of many different samples is unfeasible. It was therefore advantageous to

also perform time-resolved (TR) GMR measurements during magnetization rever-

sal on similar samples. In principle, all information obtained from GMR can be

derived from the microscopy measurements, since GMR is simply a spatial average

of the free layer magnetization component parallel to the fixed layer. Thus, the

microscopy images can be used as a guide for interpreting features of the time-

resolved GMR curves. Larger-scale studies of many different samples can then

be performed using TR GMR, with some insight about the actual magnetization

configuration possible.

4.1.3 X-ray Movies

We begin by showing the results from x-ray microscopy measurements. The 110×

180 nm sample was excited using current pulses with amplitude and width the

same as the data taken in Fig. 4.4. It is therefore reasonable to expect a similar

probability of magnetization reversal (90% and 97.5% for transitions to the parallel

and antiparallel state, respectively). Synchronized with these current pulses, x-ray

bunches arrive to probe the magnetic configuration. By scanning the x-ray focus

across the sample, an image of the sample is acquired. By shifting the relative
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Figure 4.5: 16 ns pulse pattern applied to sample.

delay of the x-rays to the pulses, a movie can be acquired showing the dynamics

as a function of time. Figure 4.5 shows the 16 ns pulse sequence which is applied

to the samples. It simply consists of an alternating pattern of 4 ns positive pulses

and a 4 ns negative pulse. A separation of 4 ns between the positive and negative

pulses allows for the sample to fully relax in time for the next pulse. The actual

rise time of the current pulses used was 100-200 ps. The current pulse sequence is

synchronized with the x-ray pulses which appear every 2 ns (Chapter 3).

Figure 4.6 shows the resulting data during the 16 ns pulse sequence. This data

was acquired as 30×30 points in time steps of 200 ps. Horizontal and vertical data

were acquired separately by rotating the sample in the plane by 90◦. Combining

the horizontal and vertical components measured allows one to derive the full

magnetization vector field. The full details of the data processing steps taken

are given in AppendixA. In total, four nominally identical samples of this size

were studied—two measured at a horizontal and two at a vertical orientation.

All four samples showed consistent behavior, in both x-ray data and static GMR

measurements. Using two sets of data—one for the horizontal and one for the

vertical component of the magnetization—a full vector reconstruction is possible.

Results using other pairs of samples are similar and consistent with the behavior
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seen in Fig. 4.6.

The magnetic signal in the x-ray measurements is attained by a synchronous

method which gives differential information (see section 3.4.7). This is because it is

only in the differences between images that topographic noise has been eliminated.

The unfortunate side-effect of this noise elimination procedure is that the magnetic

signal is then also in the form of differences between pairs of images. For every

pair of images, the difference in magnetic signal between the two is known very

accurately. In order to get the absolute magnetization signal for each image, it

is required that one more piece of information be known. For example, knowing

that a particular image is fully saturated (uniformly magnetized) in a particular

direction would allow for a complete reconstruction. For the data in Fig. 4.6,

reconstruction has been accomplished with knowledge acquired from the electrical

measurements in Figs. 4.3 and 4.4. In this data we are able to determine that the

current pulses switch the free layer into fully saturated uniform states of opposite

direction. We thus know that the magnetic images taken after the positive current

pulse will have an equal and opposite magnetization to the image taken after the

negative current pulse. The absolute magnetization data shown in Fig. 4.6 was

reconstructed by inserting this assumption. Full details of the image processing

steps taken, including the reconstruction procedure, are given in AppendixA.

The switching behavior seen in Fig. 4.6 turns out to have some surprising and

unexpected features. We now evaluate the switching step by step. The times 0.00

- 3.60 ns (frames (i) - (xiv) in Fig. 4.6) show a roughly uniform magnetization of

the free layer as to be expected since the current is zero during these times (see

Fig. 4.5). At time 4.00 ns we can see the magnetization begin to bend in response

to the rising edge of the current pulse. The magnetic configuration at time 4.00 ns

is what is called a “C-state” since it resembles the letter C. In the subsequent frame

at 4.20 ns this bending has grown into a fully closed structure called a “vortex”

state. By the next frame the vortex has exited the sample leaving again a C-state

configuration. However, comparing the C-state of frame 4.40 ns to that in frame

4.00 ns we see that the overall direction of magnetization has reversed. Once the
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(i) 0.00 ns (ii) 0.20 ns (iii) 0.40 ns (iv) 0.60 ns

(v) 0.80 ns (vi) 1.20 ns (vii) 1.60 ns (viii) 2.00 ns

(ix) 2.20 ns (x) 2.40 ns (xi) 2.60 ns (xii) 2.80 ns

(xiii) 3.20 ns (xiv) 3.60 ns (xv) 4.00 ns (xvi) 4.20 ns

Figure 4.6: Motion pictures of a 110 × 180 nm sample.
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(xxi) 5.60 ns (xxii) 6.00 ns (xxiii) 6.20 ns (xxiv) 6.40 ns

(xxv) 6.60 ns (xxvi) 6.80 ns (xxvii) 7.20 ns (xxviii) 7.60 ns

(xxix) 8.00 ns (xxx) 8.20 ns (xxxi) 8.40 ns (xxxii) 8.60 ns

Figure 4.6: Motion pictures of a 110 × 180 nm sample.
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(xxxvii) 10.20 ns (xxxviii) 10.40 ns (xxxix) 10.60 ns (xl) 10.80 ns

(xli) 11.20 ns (xlii) 11.60 ns (xliii) 12.00 ns (xliv) 12.20 ns

(xlv) 12.40 ns (xlvi) 12.60 ns (xlvii) 12.80 ns (xlviii) 13.20 ns

Figure 4.6: Motion pictures of a 110 × 180 nm sample.
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Figure 4.6: Motion pictures of a 110 × 180 nm sample.

current is again turned off at time 8.20 ns the magnetization has relaxed from a C-

state to a straightened uniform configuration. In other words, the majority of the

sample magnetization reversal has occurred around time 4.00 ns with the motion

of a vortex across the sample. We can see a similar process occurring for the

negative current pulse, which begins around time 12.00 ns (see Fig. 4.5. Starting

at this time the magnetization begins to bend away from a uniform configuration.

The next frame at 12.20 ns also shows a highly non-uniform configuration similar

to a vortex. The magnetic configuration at time 12.40 ns is a C-state with the

magnetization mostly reversed compared to before the negative pulse (such as

at time 11.60 ns). Thus, both magnetization reversals occur through highly non-

uniform states resembling a vortex pattern.

To highlight this unusual switching process, we show in Figure 4.7 the most

relevant frames from the x-ray motion pictures. We have also labeled the images

by adding the position of the vortex core. This can be done by noting that even a

C-state can be treated as a vortex with the vortex core far out of the sample. If the

vortex core were infinitely far away the magnetic configuration would be uniform.
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Using this observation, a concise description of the switching in Fig. 4.7 emerges.

We can see that the reversal proceeds by the approach of a vortex which starts

infinitely far away (frame (a) in Fig. 4.7), then moves into the sample from below

(frame (c)), and finally moves across and out of the sample exiting above (frames

(e) and (f)). An analogous process occurs for the negative current pulse, with the

important change that the handedness of the vortex is opposite from that during

the positive pulse.

The highly non-uniform switching process seen above can seem quite mysterious

at first glance. Assuming that the spin-torque is the dominant torque on the

magnetization, we showed in Chapter 1 that this torque is due to the injection of

angular momentum from a spin-polarized current. In principle the spin direction of

this current should be spatially uniform, so where does the non-uniform circulating

pattern seen above come from? What torque on the magnetization leads to such

a vortex configuration? The answer can be seen in Fig. 4.8, that the torque we

seek is due to the magnetic field induced by the electrical current itself. The

nanopillar can be thought of simply as a wire and the current propagating through

it induces a field which circulates azimuthally around this current. This magnetic

field is referred to as the Oersted field. In Chapter 6 we will more thoroughly

analyze the effects of this torque in combination with the spin-torque. But for

now we can already see a basic picture of how a vortex comes about. Since it is

energetically favorable for the magnetization to be oriented parallel to the applied

Oersted field, this serves to stabilize the vortex configuration. And, crucially, since

the handedness of the Oersted field reverses when the current direction reverses,

we have also that the handedness of the vortex ought to reverse, as was seen in

the data of Fig. 4.7.

Previous experimental work which always uses resistance measurements has

not been able to deduce this behavior. In fact, we will shortly see what resistance

measurements during this type of switching look like. We have shown in some of the

earlier work in Section 1.3.4 that a different switching process has been assumed.

Specifically, the time-domain work by the Cornell group [4] seen in Fig. 1.12 (b)

was interpreted as demonstrating coherent reversal of the full magnetization to the
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Figure 4.7: Evolution of the magnetization during the pulse sequence on the 110×
180 nm sample. Red and green dots denote a vortex core which can be inside
or outside of the magnetic element. The two different colors represent the two
types of handedness which are possible. The uniform anti-parallel configuration
(a) is bent into a C-state with parallel Mx component (b). The switching process
involves motion of a magnetic vortex through the magnetic element, visible in (c).
A reversed C-state is seen in (e) which subsequently relaxes after the falling edge
of the pulse (f). The negative pulse also bends the magnetization into another
C-state (g). This opposite switching is caused by lateral vortex motion as well,
leaving a uniformly magnetized configuration, (j) then back to (a).
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Figure 4.8: The “Oersted field” which is present about a current-carrying nanopil-
lar.
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opposite orientation. Simulation work has also not predicted this type of behavior,

although non-uniform switching behavior has been seen. In numerical work by

Torres, et al. [86], they highlighted the importance of including the Oersted field

in calculations, as this non-uniform field could be shown in certain instances to

initiate the switching. Other work by Lee, et al. [40] and Stiles, et al. [27] have

seen in simulations the formation of vortices. In both cases a vortex configuration

was rather suddenly taken by the magnetization and subsequently disappeared.

This is in marked contrast to the behavior in Fig. 4.7 where the vortex enters at

the edge of the sample and smoothly proceeds across the element to exit on the

opposite side. Thus, this vortex-driven reversal is a process which had never been

seen before, neither in simulations nor experiments.

4.1.4 Time-resolved GMR Measurements

To further understand and confirm the dynamics of the above samples, time-

resolved measurements were also performed using GMR. Although time-resolved

microscopy provides all the information found in time-resolved GMR, the ease of

the latter measurements motivated follow-up studies of the samples. A full de-

scription of the setup and technique was given in Section 3.2.2.

Fig. 4.9 shows time-resolved GMR measurements for a 110 × 180 nm sample.

This shows the response of the free layer as a function of time after the rising

edge of the excitation pulse, which occurs at T = 0 ns. The switching time is seen

to be approximately 3 ns. But most interesting are the plateau-like features in

the switching profile. Many samples of this size were studied for varying current

amplitudes, and the data plotted in Fig. 4.9 is very representative. The plateaus

occur at two points in time, around T = 1 ns and T = 2.5 ns. In between these

flat plateaus there is a middle region in which the magnetization changes more

smoothly and rapidly.

Using the magnetic configurations which were imaged by time-resolved x-ray

microscopy, we can put these into correspondence with the resistance measure-

ments of Fig. 4.9. These configurations have been drawn and overlaid with the
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Figure 4.9: Time-resolved resistance measurement of a 110 × 180 nm sample. Re-
sistance shown has been normalized by the magneto-resistance of the sample ∆R.
The sample is excited with a current pulse with a rising edge at T = 0 ns. Overlaid
with the data are magnetic configuration pictures which are deduced from the data
of Fig. 4.6.

time-resolved resistance data. From this it is clear that the plateau at T = 1 ns

actually corresponds to a bent C-state configuration before the vortex has actually

entered the sample. Penetration of the vortex into the magnetic element involves

overcoming the energy barrier of the vortex core. The presence of a vortex core

within the magnetic element costs a significant amount of demagnetization energy

due to the out-of-plane direction of the core. We see that overcoming this energy

barrier is accomplished over some waiting period and this leads to the plateau in

the resistance. Once the vortex has entered the magnetic element, the resistance

changes smoothly as the vortex moves across the sample.

A second resistance plateau is hit at T = 2.5 ns, as seen in Fig. 4.9. This second

waiting period can be associated with the annihilation of the vortex. That is to

say, the exit of the vortex also involves climbing an energy barrier. This energy

barrier is associated with the cost of possessing much larger stray field by no
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longer having a flux-closed structure like a vortex. Once this barrier is overcome,

the vortex has exited and the magnetic configuration becomes a bent and mostly

reversed C-state. When the current is turned off (not shown) this C-state relaxes

into a uniform state.

4.2 Vortex-driven Reversal in 4 nm Thick,

110 × 150 nm Samples

We have seen a novel switching mechanism for the 110×180 nm samples, involving

the formation and lateral motion of a vortex across the sample. However, it is

not clear if this vortex-driven mechanism is a robust process, or very specific to

these particular samples. So we next study samples with lateral dimensions of

110 × 150 nm but now with a thicker free layer of 4 nm rather than 2 nm. This

increased thickness increases the stability of vortex states (due to the reduced

out-of-plane demagnetizing field) [41].

Static resistance measurements are shown in figure 4.10. In (a) we see a square

hysteresis curve showing field switching between uniform states. However, with the

application of a DC current, a third state becomes stable as shown in (b). While

sweeping the current in the positive direction, at around +12 mA the element

is seen to switch into a low resistance parallel configuration. But at a slightly

higher current of 15 mA the resistance increases in a stepwise manner to a value

intermediate between the parallel and anti-parallel states.

This intermediate state is even more noticeable in Fig. 4.10 (c) where current

pulses are applied. The sample is initiated by magnetic field in the low resistance

state (state A). Current pulses of alternating polarity are then applied to the

sample while the resistance is measured with time. The first pulse reverses the

magnetization from state A to state B (parallel to anti-parallel). But the reverse

pulse is not able to access state A again, but instead drives the sample into the

intermediate resistance state C. The nature of this state C and the mechanism

by which it is formed is not known and cannot be deduced from these resistance
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Figure 4.10: Measurements on a 110 × 150 nm sample. a) Resistance vs Field, b)
Resistance vs Current, c) Resistance while current pulses applied, d) STXM image
of the 110 × 150 nm sample.
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measurements.

The next set of measurements performed on the 110 × 150 nm samples are

time-resolved scanning x-ray microscopy. Just as in Fig. 4.6 for the 110 × 180 nm

sample, this data was acquired using a 16 ns pulse sequence and acquiring images

every 200 ps. Rather than showing the full data set, we only show here the distinct

transitions in magnetic configuration. These images are shown in Fig. 4.11.

We can right away recognize the switching behavior in Fig. 4.11 to be quite

similar to that of Fig. 4.7. In both cases highly non-uniform magnetic configu-

ration are taken, including transient vortex states. The switching behavior for

the 110 × 150 nm samples can also be described by the lateral motion of vortices,

starting from infinitely far away (frame (a), uniform state) to actually entering

the sample (frame (b)). However, there is a striking difference for these samples

in that the reversal does not entirely complete. That is to say, after the positive

pulse the sample is left in a bent C-state as seen in frame (d). This C-state con-

figuration can now be associated with the intermediate resistances measured and

shown previously in Figs. 4.10 (b) and (c).

The final step in the switching behavior for the 110 × 150 nm samples is the

response to the negative current pulse. This switching is shown in frames (e) - (i)

of figure 4.11. As expected now for a reversed current direction, the vortex which

moves across the sample in this case has the opposite handedness (designated by

a green dot). This vortex runs through the sample and (frames (e), (f), and (g))

and leaves the magnetic element in a reversed C-state. When the pulse is turned

off, this C-state then relaxes into a straightened uniform configuration (frames (h)

and (i)).

We have thus shown in this chapter that spin-torque induced reversal can pro-

ceed by a previously unexpected mechanism. This mechanism involves the motion

of magnetic vortices across the sample. We have also seen that this mechanism is

not just limited to one type of sample geometry but possibly a general and robust

process. In the next chapter we will explore the switching behavior of other sam-

ple geometries which do not show this type of behavior. We will finally conclude

with numerical studies to shed light on the underlying physics which drives the
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Figure 4.11: Evolution of the magnetization during the pulse sequence on the
110 × 150 nm sample measured by way of time-resolved scanning transmission x-
ray microscopy. Red and green dots denote a vortex core which can be inside or
outside of the magnetic element. The two different colors represent the two types
of handedness which are possible.
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vortex-driven switching and other switching mechanisms.



Chapter 5

Alternative Reversal Mechanism

in Smaller Samples

In this chapter, measurements will be shown for smaller samples of lateral size

85 × 135 nm and 110 × 150 nm, both with a 2 nm free layer. All thicknesses and

material compositions are the same as listed in Sect. 2.2. We will see how the

reduced lateral area of the nanopillar (and therefore the free layer) affects the

switching behavior.

5.1 Measurements of 85×135 nm and 110×150 nm

Samples

A STXM image of a 85 × 135 nm sample is shown in Fig. 5.1. Once again, the

nominal size of this sample was intended to be 70 × 140 nm but errors in the

electron beam lithography, such as imperfect focusing, have changed the aspect

ratio to be somewhat more circular.

5.1.1 Static Resistance Measurements

Static resistance measurements were made on this sample while magnetic field was

swept. The data is shown in figure 5.2. A steady increase in temperature during the

102
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Magnetic field
applied in-plane
along easy axis

100 nm

Figure 5.1: STXM image of a 85 × 135 nm sample as seen from above. An ar-
row shows the direction of the in-plane magnetic field which is applied for GMR
measurements.

scan resulted in a rise of the measured resistance during the sweep. This explains

why the forward sweep (red in Fig. 5.2) does not overlap the reverse sweep (blue).

A square hysteresis curve was measured, indicating switching between uniform

states. Current pulses of width 1− 10 ns are also able to switch the magnetization

between these two uniaxial states. In figure 5.3 this data has been plotted. The

amplitude of the applied pulses is ±450 mV and the pulse width is 1 ns. It is shown

that these pulses are able to reverse the magnetization nearly 100% of the time.

Similar measurements are performed on a 110 × 150 nmsample. In figure 5.4

an overview STXM image has been taken. GMR measurements were also made

and are seen in Fig. 5.5. Again we see a nice square hysteresis curve showing

bistability. Current pulses of nanosecond width are able to access these states

as shown in Fig. 5.6. For this sample, the current required to switch is slightly

larger than for 85×135 nm samples. Pulses of ±800 mV and 4 ns width were used,

yielding a reversal rate of almost 100%.

5.1.2 X-ray Movies

Pump-probe x-ray images were acquired while exciting the sample with a 16 ns

pulse sequence identical to that in Fig. 4.5. Images were acquired with a time

spacing of 200 ps. For this sample, we will start by showing only the horizontal
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Figure 5.2: GMR versus applied magnetic field for a typical 85 × 135 nm sample.
The resistance is shown in Ohms, but offset from a base sample resistance of
∼ 25 Ω. A steady increase in temperature during the scan resulted in a rise of the
measured resistance during the sweep. This explains why the forward sweep (red)
does not overlap the reverse sweep (blue).
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Parallel:100%
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Figure 5.3: Resistance of a 85 × 135 nm sample as current pulses of alternating
polarity are applied. The amplitude of the pulses is ±450 mV and the pulse width
is 1 ns. Following each pulse, the resistance is measured for 2 time steps. The
resistance shown is offset from the base sample resistance of ∼ 25 Ω. It is shown
that 100% and 95% of the time a successful reversal to the parallel and antiparallel
state, respectively, is achieved.

Magnetic field
applied in-plane
along easy axis

100 nm
Figure 5.4: STXM image of a 110 × 150 nm sample as seen from above. An
arrow shows the direction of the in-plane magnetic field which is applied for GMR
measurements.
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Figure 5.5: GMR versus applied magnetic field for a typical 110× 150 nm sample.
The resistance is shown in Ohms, but offset from a base sample resistance of
∼ 22 Ω.

component of the magnetization. This set of images is shown in figure 5.7, where

black and white are the magnetic contrast. Here, a sequence of 80 images has been

taken to show the evolution of the horizontal component of the magnetization.

Once again, full details of the image processing steps taken, including the recon-

struction procedure, are given in AppendixA. In this case, the data has been taken

for a 110 × 150 nm sample, but similar results have been seen for the 85× 135 nm

samples. The results show full magnetic reversal in both directions: black to white

as well as white to black. What is most interesting is the transition regions be-

tween the two states. Unlike for the 110 × 180 nm sample, there is no sign of a

vortex in this data. Such a vortex configuration would appear in Fig. 5.7 as a frame

containing both a black region and a white region above one another. Within the

noise of the data, there is no sign of such a configuration for this 110 × 150 nm

sample. Similar results have been seen for a 85 × 135 nm sample as well.

The final set of data we show is one in which the vertical component of the

magnetization has been measured as well. In this case, a set of 24 images was taken

within the 16 ns pulse sequence, roughly evenly spaced in time. This data can then
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Figure 5.6: Resistance of a 110 × 150 nm sample as current pulses of alternating
polarity are applied. The amplitude of the pulses is ±800 mV and the pulse width
is 4 ns. Following each pulse, the resistance is measured for 2 time steps. The
resistance shown is offset from the base sample resistance of ∼ 22 Ω. It is shown
that 97% and 100% of the time a successful reversal to the parallel and antiparallel
state, respectively, is achieved.
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Time (each image separated by 200 ps)

Figure 5.7: Set of 80 STXM images spaced by 200 ps showing the time evolution
of the horizontal component of magnetization on a 110 × 150 nm sample. Images
proceed in time from left to right, and from up to down. Black and white signify
the magnetic contrast.
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be combined with the horizontal data to get the full magnetization vector field.

The important transition frames are shown in figure 5.8. At 3.00 ns the magnetiza-

tion appears uniform. During the subsequent two frames at 3.60 and 4.00 ns, the

magnetization arrows seem to shorten in length. By the next frame at 4.60 ns the

magnetization arrows have grown back, but now with a reversed direction. The

action of the current pulse is to successfully reverse the magnetization, but by an

unknown mechanism.

The same behavior is seen during the negative pulse. At 9.60 ns the magne-

tization begins in a uniform state. During the negative current pulse, at times

11.60 and 12.00 ns, the arrows once again shorten in length. By the next frame at

12.60 ns, the reversal has completed.

It is not conclusively known from the measurements performed here why the

magnetization signal reduces during reversal. However, subsequent modeling which

will be described in Sect. 6.3 sheds further light on the physical origin. Experimen-

tally, we have followed up this experiment with measurements of the out-of-plane

component of the magnetization. This has yielded little to no signal in this di-

rection, therefore eliminating the possibility that the magnetization during frames

(b), (c), (f), and (g) of Fig. 5.8 has left the plane. But assuming that the magne-

tization is a conserved quantity (a good assumption below TC), any reduction in

signal must be a time-averaging effect. This is quite likely given that measurements

are performed by a pump-probe technique. Since pump-probe measurements are

only sensitive to deterministic and repeatable signals, the lack of signal does not

imply a zero magnetization. Rather, any signal has been time-averaged to zero

after summing over many switching events. This could be caused if the magnetiza-

tion is randomly oriented during different switching iterations, then the measured

signal will integrate to zero. This is our current interpretation of the switching

behavior in Fig. 5.8.

We are thus not able to state conclusively what switching behavior has occurred

for the 110×150 nm and 85×135 nm samples. It is known from the measurements,

however, that the reversal does not proceed by way of vortex motion. Instead, some

stochastic switching process is occurring which leads to time-averaged zero signal.
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Figure 5.8: Evolution of the magnetization during the pulse sequence on the
110 × 150 nm sample measured by way of time-resolved scanning transmission
x-ray microscopy.
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Figure 5.9: Time-resolved resistance measurement of a 85 × 135 nm sample. Re-
sistance shown has been normalized by the magneto-resistance of the sample ∆R.
The sample is excited with a current pulse with a rising edge at T = 0 ns.

The next chapter will attempt to shed light on what processes might be occurring.

This will be done through numerical simulations which are able to recreate the

data seen here as well as that in the previous chapter.

5.1.3 Time-resolved GMR Measurements

Time-resolved resistance measurements were also performed on the 85 × 135 nm

samples. The method for this technique was described in Section 3.2.2. Fig. 5.9

shows the results of these measurements. It can be seen that the resistance follows

a quite smooth falloff from the anti-parallel state to the parallel state. Unlike

the data of Fig. 4.9, no distinct signature is seen in this resistance profile. The

smooth transition in time of the resistance exactly reflects the black to grey to

white transition seen in the x-ray data of Fig. 5.7. This is further indication of

some time-averaged process occurring in these samples.
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5.2 Switching Speed for All Sample Sizes

In this brief section, we touch on the topic of the speed of magnetization reversal.

We have seen in the x-ray movies that reversal can occur on time scales of 1 ns

or less. But this speed is highly sensitive to the amount of current applied to the

sample. The reason for this can be understood from Eq. 1.13 where the amount of

spin-damping, or gain, is proportional to the current. It has been shown [87, 83]

that the reversal time is proportional to 1/I.

Given the two distinct switching mechanisms seen for the 110× 180 nm, 110×

150 nm, and 85 × 135 nm samples, one might wonder if there is a corresponding

difference in the switching speeds for these samples. We have already seen in

this chapter and the previous one, that these samples show distinct signatures in

TR-GMR measurements. Here, we will look specifically at how quickly reversal

proceeds for these samples.

Switching speeds were extracted from time-resolved resistance data such as in

Fig. 4.9 and 5.9. The time for reversal is defined as the time after the rising edge of

the pulse at which the resistance is at ∆R/2. The results of these measurements

are shown in Fig. 5.10. Samples of all sizes have been measured and (a) shows

the reversal time versus current. For all samples, a general 1/I behavior is seen.

Also, as expected, the smaller sized samples reverse more quickly with less current

due to the reduced magnetic volume. One way to control for this size effect is to

plot switching time versus the current density as in Fig. 5.10(b). In this plot, the

various sized samples now switch closer in time for a given current density. Finally,

in (c), the switching time is plotted versus I/Ic, where Ic is the DC critical current.

In this plot, the switching times have become quite comparable, independent of

sample size. The switching times plotted in (c) vary amongst samples of the same

size just as much as they do between samples of different size. This variation

is most likely explained by differences in the shape anisotropy and therefore the

energy barriers to reverse. The variation in shape anisotropy for each sample is

due to lithographical patterning which is not entirely reproducible between samples

even of the same size. The data in Fig. 5.10 suggests that the different reversal
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Figure 5.10: Switching time as a function of current for all sample sizes.
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mechanisms seen in this chapter and the previous do not lead to distinctly different

switching rates.



Chapter 6

Simulations and Analysis of

Switching Mechanisms

In the two previous chapters a surprising switching mechanism by spin-torque was

observed involving the motion of vortices. We also saw spin-torque switching in

which no vortices formed, but instead some type of stochastic process was occurring

which led to the time-averaged reduction of magnetic signal. In this chapter we

will strive to understand these two types of behavior. The primary tool used

will be micromagnetic numerical simulations which attempt to reproduce the data

observed.

6.1 Micromagnetic Simulations

Micromagnetic simulations were carried out using the “LLG Micromagnetic Simu-

lator” software package developed by Michael R. Scheinfein. This software imple-

ments a finite-element model calculation of magnetization dynamics, as described

in more depth in AppendixB. The underlying equation governing the dynamics

is the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert (LLG) equation, modified to include a spin-torque

term:

115
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Figure 6.1: Mesh of simulation points for an elliptical sample.
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In effect, the micromagnetic simulator solves this equation for each node in

a mesh which represents a discretization of the magnetization distribution. The

mesh used for our simulations is shown in Fig. 6.1.

We are interested in reproducing the dynamics seen in our experiments in-

volving current pulses driving a magnetization reversal. The simulation therefore

involves using a time-dependent excitation as shown in Fig. 6.2. This current ex-

citation pulse is meant to match the real pulse applied to our samples, which also

has a risetime of ∼ 100 ps.

We have already alluded in a previous chapter that the formation of a vortex is

stabilized by the presence of an azimuthally distributed Oersted field, Fig. 6.3(a),

associated with the charge current. Our initial picture of the underlying physics

is then that the Oersted field forms the vortex while the spin-torque, which favors

uniform reversal as shown in Fig. 6.3(b), drives this vortex across, leading to a
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Figure 6.2: Excitation pulse applied for numerical simulation of spin-torque dy-
namics.
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(a) Charge current (b) Spin current

Figure 6.3: Spatial distribution of the two dominant torques present during mag-
netic reversal.

switched magnetization. We can now attempt to confirm this picture with simu-

lations. It is a good assumption that whatever the physical mechanism is, both

the charge and spin current seem to play a critical role. And one can imagine

that reversal by a pure spin current or a pure charge current (if it is reversed at

all) would proceed very differently. Given this sensitivity, it is important to use

the proper proportion of spin and charge current in the simulations. This ratio of

spin and charge is captured by the spin-polarization of the current, β, in Eq. 6.1.

The source of spin-polarization in the current is the traversal through the fixed

magnetic layer as described in section 1.2.1. Unfortunately, the precise value for

β is difficult to determine and is expected to vary widely based on issues such as

polarizer thickness and interface properties [15, 26].

This uncertainty in the value for the spin-polarization motivates the particular

approach taken here in which a systematic exploration of the switching behavior

as a function of spin and charge current is undertaken. The approach is shown in

Fig. 6.4 where the phase space of spin and charge current explored in simulations

is shown. Each simulation event is labeled by a particular point in the phase

space. In reality, our actual spin-valve samples do not have complete access to

this phase space, since the polarization β is fixed by the details of the polarizing

layer. Instead, an actual sample can only access the portion of this phase space

corresponding to a line. A line for 30% spin-polarization is shown in Fig. 6.4.
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30%
Spin-polarization

Figure 6.4: Phase space of spin and charge current explored in simulations. Each
simulation is signified with a particular point in the phase space. A line is drawn
showing the portion of the phase space which is accessible to a device with 30%
spin-polarization.
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The simulations were undertaken as follows. Each simulation point in phase

space corresponds to a particular amount of spin and charge current. A total

current pulse is applied to the sample with this amount of spin-torque (set by the

spin current) and Oersted field (set by the charge current). The current pulse has

the time profile of the form in Fig. 6.2. The response of the magnetization is then

observed, specifically whether reversal was achieved and in what manner. The

results of these simulations are shown in figure 6.5. For too low of a spin current,

switching does not occur at all. This is consistent with the picture developed in

Chapter 1 where a current threshold must be crossed in which the spin-damping

(which grows with spin current) must overcome the system’s internal source of

damping. This sets the observed spin current threshold in order to achieve full

magnetization reversal.

Surprisingly, at higher currents in Fig. 6.5, three different regimes of switching

behavior were observed to occur. These regimes have been labeled in the figure as

“C-state Flip-over”, “Vortex-driven Switching”, and “3 Domain State”. The last

of these, the “3 Domain State” occurs at very high spin current polarizations and

involves the formation of two domain walls within the magnetic element. Since

this high energy configuration was never observed in the experiments, we can safely

assume that such a high spin-polarization of the current was not experimentally

accessible. We will thus focus on the remaining two switching regimes, the “C-state

Flip-over” and “Vortex-driven Switching”.

6.2 Simulation Results: Vortex-driven Switch-

ing

We begin by looking at the simulation results in the “Vortex-driven Switching”

(VDS) regime. The full time evolution of the magnetization in this regime is

shown in figure 6.6. It is seen that the magnetic element begins in a uniform state

in (a). The onset of a current pulse leads to the bending of this magnetization into

a C-state, shown in (b). In the next frame, (c), this bending has grown and we
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Chaotic Regime/

C-State Flip-Over
Oscillations – no switching

Vortex-driven switching

Figure 6.5: Resulting spin-torque-induced dynamical regimes in the spin and
charge current phase space. Below a spin current threshold, no switching is ob-
served. When switching is observed, three different regimes of behavior are seen,
as discussed in the text.
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see the initial formation of a vortex entering from above. The next four frames,

(d) - (g) show the motion of this vortex across the sample. Finally in (h) we see

the vortex has exited, leaving behind a nearly reversed magnetic C-state. When

the current pulse is turned off (not shown), this C-state straightens into a reversed

uniform configuration.

If we compare the simulation result of Fig. 6.6 to the experimental data of

Fig. 4.6, we see that many of the distinct features have been reproduced. In both

cases we begin with a uniform configuration which is first bent into a C-state and

then grows into a vortex. The vortex is then driven across the sample, annihilating

at the other side. The final state is a reversed C-state, which then relaxes.

6.2.1 Underlying Physics of Vortex-driven Switching

The reproduction of our experimental results is encouraging and allows the ex-

traction of the important physics underlying the process. We can highlight here

some of the results of these simulations. The first fact learned is that the charge

current alone cannot form a vortex. It turns out that the current density required

to form a vortex with zero spin current is well beyond the damage threshold of the

sample. From simulations, the lowest current density which does form such a state

was found to be 210 mA, or 10 times larger than the current density needed for

hysteretic switching by spin-torque which was experimentally found to be 23 mA.

This immediately disproves one of our assumptions that it is the charge current

which forms the vortex!

If it is not the charge current which forms the vortex, then it must be through

the action of the spin-torque that this occurs and we now explain how this is

possible. We start with the observation that although the spin current injected

into the free layer from the fixed layer may have a uniform spatial distribution

as in Fig. 6.3(b), this does not mean that the torque from this spin current is

spatially uniform. In fact, the torque has the form, τST ∝ ~M × ( ~M × ~S). We can

treat this as an effective field on the magnetization of the form, HST ∼ ( ~M × ~S).

From this it is apparent that any spatial non-uniformities in ~M will lead to spatial
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i)

(j) (k) (l)

Figure 6.6: Simulation results showing vortex-driven switching. The bottom figure
shows the color wheel which maps the angle of magnetization to a color.
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Spin-torque = 0

Oersted field induces
C-state, spin-torque 0≠

Spin-torque amplifies the
angles at sides of element,
forming a vortex

Vortex driven down element

Vortex exits, leaving a
switched magnetization

Figure 6.7: Illustration of the physics underlying the vortex-driven switching.
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non-uniformities in the spin-torque. In a real sense, it can be argued that the

spin-torque in fact amplifies non-uniformities across a magnetic element. We can

now demonstrate this in the case of the vortex-driven switching behavior.

Figure 6.7 illustrates step by step the action of the spin-torque and Oersted

field. The sample begins in the uniform state anti-parallel to the fixed layer and

therefore the spin-polarization of the current. For this reason, the initial spin-

torque on the magnetization is zero. The only torque on the sample is then due

to the Oersted field which has the form in Fig. 6.3(a). For this current amplitude

(23 mA), the Oersted field is not strong enough to form a full vortex, but instead

is only able to bend the magnetization slightly into a C-state. At this point, with

the formation of a C-state, the spin-torque is no longer zero across the sample. In

fact, the spin-torque is strongest at both edges where the C-state has maximum

angle from the easy axis. In the center of the sample, the spin-torque remains

small due to the reduced bending here. Through the action of the spin-torque, the

C-state non-uniformities are amplified, causing the angles at the edges to further

increase away from the easy axis. This increased bending grows until a vortex is

finally formed near the top of the sample. Seeding a vortex within the sample

requires reversing the magnetization of the top region of the sample, and this is

accomplished due to the combined action of the Oersted field and spin-torque, both

of which favor reversed magnetization in the top half of the sample. The vortex

is then driven down the sample by the action of the spin-torque. This occurs

because the spin-torque favors a growth in the top domain of the sample which

has a reversed magnetization. This continues until the reversed domain covers

most of the sample, pushing the vortex out. The final state of the sample is almost

entirely reversed, with a slight C-state bending favored by the Oersted field. The

removal of the current will also remove the Oersted field, allowing the sample to

relax into a fully uniform state.
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6.3 Simulation Results: C-state Flip-over

We have now developed a physical picture which captures the vortex-driven switch-

ing behavior observed for the 110 × 180 nm samples. The final challenge is to

describe the behavior seen for the 110× 150 nm and 85× 135 nm samples of chap-

ter 5. Unfortunately, it is not known from the x-ray images in Fig. 5.8 exactly how

these samples switched. What is known is only that the reversal did not occur by

way of vortex formation, and that the mechanism was a stochastic process which

led to time-averaging of the pump-probe signal. In this section, we will present

a possible physical picture derived from the simulations which is also consistent

with the experimental data. This switching behavior we have called the “C-state

Flip-over” (CSF).The region of phase space in which this occurs was shown in

Fig. 6.5. The same simulation parameters are used which reproduced the vortex-

driven switching (VDS). The only difference is the amount of current applied to

the sample. From Fig. 6.5 it is seen that the CSF occurs for much lower charge and

spin currents than the VDS. This is consistent with the fact that the 110×180 nm

samples required twice the current density than the 85 × 135 nm sample in order

to reverse.

Figure 6.8 shows the evolution of the magnetization during the CSF process.

The magnetic element begins in a uniform state which grows into a C-state. Unlike

the VDS switching, however, no vortex forms. Instead the C-state oscillates from a

bent to a straightened state as seen in frames (a) - (e). These oscillations eventually

lead to the tipping over of this C-state to one of the sides. This is seen in frames (f)

- (i). By frame (j), the C-state is entirely on its side. The magnetization reversal

then completes in frames (k) and (l) with a completely flipped over C-state.

6.3.1 Chaotic Switching during C-state Flip-over

There is one more surprising result from the simulations of the CSF switching. It

turns out that the simulations exhibited chaotic behavior - a strong dependence

on the precise conditions of the setup, namely the starting angles of the magne-

tization and the precise amount of current applied to the sample. Even though
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i)

(j) (k) (l)

Figure 6.8: Simulation results showing “C-state Flip-over” switching. The bottom
figure shows the color wheel which maps the angle of magnetization to a color.
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the simulations reliably and deterministically lead to reversal, the path to reversal

demonstrated two possible paths. These two paths are illustrated in Fig. 6.9. The

difference between the two paths has to do with the direction in which the C-state

flips over.

For convenience, we again use the notation from chapter 4 where a C-state is

simply a vortex with the core outside of the sample. From this model, the CSF

behavior can be simply stated as travel of the vortex from above the sample to

below, but the vortex never enters the sample. Instead, the vortex skirts down

along the side as illustrated in Fig. 6.9. There are two equally favored paths for

the vortex to take: either along the left side or the right side. Since either path is

allowed, this becomes a bifurcation point for the magnetization dynamics. Small

changes in the initial conditions can lead to one path being taken over the other,

and this was seen in the simulations.

For the actual pump-probe experiments at room temperature which were shown

in chapter 5, there are many sources of variation between iterations. These include

variations in the current amplitude from pulse to pulse, as well as thermal ef-

fects which lead to magnetization variations across the sample. On the basis of

the simulations in Fig. 6.8, we can reasonably expect that these variations led to

both paths in Fig. 6.9 to be taken experimentally. Since our pump-probe experi-

ment required over one million such iterations to be averaged over, the coherent

superposition of the two switching paths would lead to a time-average reduced

magnetic signal. This was exactly what was seen in Fig. 5.8 for the 85 × 135 nm

and 110×150 nm samples. We thus have a possible explanation that the switching

seen for these samples was actually the CSF mechanism. This mechanism was de-

duced from simulations which successfully reproduced the VDS behavior (at larger

currents, corresponding to those used in the 110× 180 nm samples) and which are

consistent with our experimental findings. Further studies are of course needed to

conclusively determine the switching mechanism for the smaller sample sizes.
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Figure 6.9: Illustration of the physics underlying the C-state flip-over switching.
Two possible reversal paths are allowed as shown and described in the text.



Chapter 7

Conclusions and Future Outlook

What has been accomplished

The main accomplishments of this dissertation are the development of an imaging

method for probing nanopatterned magnetic elements, the specific application of

this technique in the study of spin-torque induced dynamics, and the modeling and

physical understanding of the observed reversal mechanisms. The main challenges

in the development of the technique were the difficulties in measuring thin, buried

structures with nanometer scale spatial resolution and picosecond time resolution.

The scanning transmission x-ray microscope (STXM) used in this thesis is a pow-

erful tool which is becoming indispensable in studies of magnetism, bringing the

reach of this method far beyond its early applications in the environmental molec-

ular sciences. Starting with this basic tool, in this thesis we have introduced the

ability to perform STXM studies with picosecond time resolution [78, 79], particu-

larly while making use of the full x-ray flux of the synchrotron in order to measure

even weak signals. These small-signal experiments are at the very forefront of cur-

rent research and it is hoped that our developments here will enable many future

experiments which are only now approaching the required sensitivity.

We have demonstrated our time-resolved x-ray imaging technique in a study of

the interaction between spin-polarized currents and magnetic elements. We were

able to provide the first ever direct images of the magnetization reversal of the

buried nanostructures, literally shining light on this very active area of research.
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What was seen was an entirely unexpected and novel mechanism of reversal which

occurs through the formation of non-uniform vortex structures. This result was

particularly surprising given the wide use of a uniform macrospin picture to de-

scribe spin-torque dynamics [76]. In this thesis, we also showed another reversal

mechanism, a process in which a vortex never enters the sample. Instead, we

conjectured that a C-state is formed which rotates about and around the sample,

leading to switched magnetization. This so-named “C-state flip-over” mechanism

also involves the formation of highly non-uniform states. Through careful numeri-

cal modeling, it was then argued in Chapter 6 that the spin-torque can be expected

quite generally to lead to strong non-uniformities. This is due to the dependence of

the spin-torque on the magnetic configuration which is present. A magnetization

which is initially non-uniform, will then have these non-uniformities amplified by

the spin-torque.

Future outlook

There is still a great deal which can be learned with the technique described in

this thesis. In the area of spin-torque, I would like to list some ideas for exciting

future experiments.

• It was seen in our modeling that the formation of a vortex was initiated by

the Oersted field and then amplified by the spin-torque. This was due to

the initial non-zero torque of the Oersted field combined with a negligibly

small torque due to the spin current which is initially anti-parallel to the

magnetization. One can imagine studying samples similar in size to the 110×

180 nm samples in this thesis, but which have a polarizing layer magnetization

which is not in the direction of the easy axis of the free layer. This would

lead to an initial spin-torque τST ∝ ~M × ( ~M × ~S) 6= 0 which might dominate

over the Oersted field and prevent the formation of a vortex. In particular,

such a sample might be likely to reverse via uniform and coherent rotation

of the magnetization because the spin-torque would act uniformly across the

sample. If present, such a coherent and deterministic switching behavior
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would be desirable from a device perspective.

• An interesting sample geometry is shown in Fig. 7.1. In this device for spin-

torque studies, the free layer is not directly in the path of electrical current

and, therefore, Oersted effects are minimized. A diffusive spin current is still

directed at the free layer and reversal in one direction has been experimentally

demonstrated [88]. Such a geometry offers a method for separating the effects

of the spin current from that due to the charge current. By performing x-ray

imaging of such a sample, the reversal mechanism due to a pure spin current

could be determined.

• One of the powerful capabilities of x-ray absorption measurements is the so-

called element specificity of the technique. This comes from the different

resonant absorption lines for different elements as shown in Fig. 3.9. Using

this capability, and by making spin-torque samples with a fixed layer material

different from that of the free layer would allow one to separately image the

dynamics of the two layers. The question of how rigidly held the fixed layer

really is during spin-torque driven dynamics could then be answered. This

is a capability which GMR measurements do not possess since the measured

resistance is sensitive only to the relative alignment of the two layers.

• An exciting future experiment would be to directly image the precessional

modes of spin-torque. These precessional frequencies have been measured

to be 1 − 10 GHz and would clearly push the time resolution of the x-ray

imaging method described here in which the probing x-ray bunches have a

pulse width of 70 ps. Phase-locking of the precessional modes to the x-ray

bunches would be required for this experiment, but fortunately it has been

shown [38, 39] that by injecting an RF signal with a current excitation, the

precessional mode will phase-lock. An experiment in which these modes

are imaged would shed light on the issue of whether the precession occurs

uniformly or with the presence of edge states.
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Fixed
Layer

Free
Layer

Charge current

Spin current

Figure 7.1: Non-local sample geometry to separate spin and charge currents in
spin-torque studies.



Appendix A

Image Processing

In this section I will describe how the raw data from the scanning transmission

x-ray microscope (STXM) was processed to make the final output data which

was shown in this thesis. Before we dive into the processing steps, we begin by

describing the form of the raw data and how it was acquired from the STXM. We

will also mention some of the particular noise and other issues which face these

measurements and how the image processing can deal with this.

A.1 Raw Data from STXM

The high resolution images of the magnetic nanopillar were acquired in the STXM

by scanning in 10 nm steps in the x and y directions. Finer step sizes would serve

little purpose as the spatial resolution of the zoneplate used was approximately

35 nm. The images were scanned at either 30x30 or 40x40 points (300x300 nm or

400x400 nm), depending on the size of the sample and therefore the desired field

of view. Recall that each scan is actually acquiring several images in parallel,

because of the multiple counter system implemented in the hardware described in

Section 3.4.6. In all measurements in this thesis, we chose to use eight separate

counters, and therefore we acquire eight images in parallel.

To get the required signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for an XMCD contrast of ∼

0.3%, this requires approximately 107 x-ray bunches per counter. Since each of the
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eight counters sees approximately 107 x-ray bunches per second, the total dwell

time per pixel in order to get sufficient SNR is 1 - 2 seconds. An entire image will

then take 15 to 50 minutes (not yet including the time it takes for the stage to

move between pixels). Due to thermal drifts of the sample which can be 100’s of

nanometers during such a long scan time, this would lead to a heavily distorted

image scan of the sample. Instead, what is done is to take 10 to 20 separate images

with much less dwell time in each image (∼ 0.1sec). Each of these images can be

taken in a few minutes, thus reducing distortions due to sample drift. SNR can

still be improved by simply adding together the signal from each of these images.

Thus distortions are minimized without compromising SNR. However, this does

add the challenge of registration—properly aligning each of the 10 to 20 images so

they can be added together. Performing this alignment is then one of the required

steps of the image processing described below.

Another feature of the raw data which needs to be addressed comes from the

multiple counter system. It turns out that the absolute detected signal (number

of photon counts) varies from counter to counter. A possible explanation for this

is that some counters consistently measure absorption from x-ray bunches which

are filled more heavily than others. In other words, a non-uniform filling pattern

of the x-ray bunches leads to a varying number of counts measured by each of

the counters. In principle, we can gain access to this information by looking at a

non-magnetic region of the image. By then comparing the signal in this region for

one counter to the signal in the same region for another counter, the relative x-ray

flux can be normalized away. This will be accomplished in step (4) below.

A.2 Image Processing in IDL

We now summarize the basic image processing steps. These steps are designed to

address the issues which were discussed above. Only the most important steps are

listed here. However, special issues occasionally arise in the experiment, requiring

extra processing steps. Examples would include dirt seen in a corner of the scan

which needs to be excluded, or random pixels measuring zero signal due to an
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Image Set 1 Image Set 2 Image Set 3 Image Set 4 Image Set 5 Resulting Image Set

Align
Shift
Add

Figure A.1: Image processing to combine different sets of STXM images in order to
yield larger SNR. Left side shows five sets of data, each consisting of eight counter
images. In each set of images, the pillar is found and the image is shifted in order
to center the pillar. By thus aligning the sets of data, they can then be combined,
as shown on the right.

ethernet communication bug during measurements. Such data would still possess

useful information, and simple image processing steps have been developed to

extract this information.

All image processing for this thesis was performed using Research System Inc’s

IDL (Interactive Data Language) software. IDL is a numerical, vectorized pro-

gramming language having much in common with Matlab syntax. All the steps

described here were implemented by the author using the IDL environment. Here

is the outline of the steps taken, with figures showing the results of some of the

processing steps.

1. A list of raw image files is selected by the user. These files can be of both

x-ray circular polarizations.

2. Each file from the list is imported into IDL. The actual x-ray polarization
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information can be read from a header file associated with each image. Each

image of 30x30 or 40x40 points is interpolated to a larger image size, often

150x150 pixels. At this point there are 8 × N+ images for positive x-ray

polarization and 8×N− images for negative x-ray polarization. An example

of such a set of data for one polarization is shown on the left side of Fig. A.1.

3. Each of the images from step (2) is aligned to each other. This can be

accomplished in several ways. One way is to shift the images up and down

until the cross-correlation between them is maximized. Another, simpler

method is to heavily smooth each image, and then find the darkest spot in

the image. This will be the center of the nanopillar and in this manner each

image can be shifted to center the nanopillar. All images will then necessarily

be aligned with one another and can be added together to increase SNR. The

result of this alignment procedure is shown in the right side of Fig. A.1. At

this point there will be eight aggregate images, one for each counter.

4. A normalization procedure is performed on each of the eight images in order

to address the issue described above in which certain counters measure more

counts due to larger x-ray flux. The normalization is done by integrating

non-magnetic regions of the image. Since the previous step centered the

nanopillar in each image, then the non-magnetic region will be along the

outside perimeter. Such a region will then be proportional to the amount

of x-ray flux. Each image is then normalized by this integrated region, thus

accounting for extra x-ray flux on some counters

5. Up to now, the different x-ray polarizations have been processed separately.

We now extract the XMCD signal by taking the differences between the two

polarizations for each counter. We now have eight images. Since this is a syn-

chronous detection method, pure current-induced magnetic signal is found

in the differences between any pair of images. This is shown in Fig. A.2.

The top row shows the eight images which are simply the differences in the

x-ray polarizations. Notice that this data still has false contrast due to sam-

ple vibrations and drifts (see Section 3.4.3). Each subsequent row of images
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in Fig. A.2 shows some pairwise differences yielding magnetic signal differ-

ences between the counters. These images have also been low-pass filtered

(smoothed).

6. Since the previous step has magnetic signal only in differences, a reconstruc-

tion procedure is applied to get the absolute magnetic signal at each counter.

This requires inserting knowledge acquired from resistance measurements.

For example, it is known that counter 2 is a fully saturated and relaxed

uniform magnetic state and counter 6 is also fully saturated and uniform

but with an opposite magnetization. The reconstruction procedure would

then be to add these counter images together. The resulting image would

then have zero magnetic signal (since it cancels) and only the false contrast

due to sample drifts and vibrations. This topographic contrast can then

be subtracted from each image to get the absolute magnetic state of each

counter.

7. Steps (1)-(6) above are applied for both horizontal and vertical magnetization

data from the STXM. The resulting images can then be added to form a

vector field of the magnetization. The final arrow plot is shown in Fig. A.3.
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Figure A.2: Set of processed images which have been shifted, aligned, and yield
the XMCD signal by taking the difference between x-ray polarization. The top row
shows the eight images which are simply the differences in the x-ray polarizations.
Each subsequent row of images shows a difference between a pair from the top
row. This difference yields pure current-induced magnetic signal which is free of
sample drift and other noise. Images have been low-pass filtered (smoothed).
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(a) Horizontal Component of Magnetization

(b) Vertical Component of Magnetization

(c) Vector Field (Arrows) of the Magnetization

Figure A.3: Arrow plots which result from combining the horizontal and vertical
magnetic image reconstructions.



Appendix B

Micromagnetics

B.1 Free Energy Minimization

Consider a ferromagnetic element of any shape. We are interested in solving for

the magnetization as a function of spatial position, M(~r). The total free energy

of this system is given by the following contributions: 1) Exchange energy, 2) Zee-

man external field energy, 3) Demagnetization (self energy), 4) Magnetocrystalline

anisotropy, and 5) Surface anisotropy. This leads to the following form for the free

energy:

ETot = EExch + EField + ED + EA + ES. (B.1)

We have explicitly neglected here any magnetostrictive effects. The equilibrium

magnetic configuration will be such that this energy is minimized. This leads to

each of the five terms seeking to be as small as possible at the expense of the

others, and this complex interaction can yield rich magnetic behavior.

Writing out Eq. B.1 explicitly in terms of the magnetization M(~r) and magnetic

fields gives the following formula for the free energy:
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ETot =

∫

d3r

{

A
[
(∇mx)

2 + (∇my)
2 + (∇mz)

2
]
−

1

2
M ·Hint

+ K1,crys sin2 θ + K2,crys sin4 θ +
1

2
Ks(M · n̂)2 − M ·Hext

}

. (B.2)

If M(~r) is known, then we can easily calculate the total free energy. The

problem in our case is to solve for M(~r) such that the ferromagnetic system is in an

energy minimum, as it will be in an equilibrium situation. A variational approach

for energy minimization was taken by Brown [89]. This leads to nonlinear partial

differential equations together with certain boundary conditions. These are called

Brown’s differential equations and they are given in vector form by the following

expression:

m ×

[

2A∇2m + MsH −
∂EA

∂m

]

= 0, (B.3)

along with the boundary condition

m ×
∂m

∂n
, (B.4)

where n is a unit vector normal to the surface, and m is also a unit vector such

that M = Msm.

These equations can be interpreted [90] to mean that in equilibrium the torque

is zero everywhere and that the magnetization is parallel to an effective field which

incorporates the effects of exchange, anisotropy, external fields, etc.,

Heff = 2A∇2m + MsH −
∂EA

∂m
. (B.5)
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B.2 Numerical Solutions

Numerical approaches have been developed for solving Eq. B.3. In the case of

micromagnetic simulations, a finite element method is utilized in which the con-

tinuous function M(~r) is discretized across a mesh or lattice of points Mi,j such

as in Fig. 6.1.

Here, we summarize two different classes of problems which can be solved. In

the first case we are only interested in the steady state equilibrium configuration

for the magnetization M(~r). In this case, the numerical approach taken by a mi-

cromagnetic simulator such as the “LLG Micromagnetic Simulator” is an iterative

procedure as follows. An initial guess is made for Mi,j and from this an effective

field Heff can be derived. Since, in equilibrium, the magnetization will lie along

this effective field, in the next iteration Mi,j is chosen to lie in this direction. From

this Heff can once again be calculated and the procedure continues to iterate.

As the change in Mi,j from sequential iteration steps goes to zero, an equilibrium

configuration is converged upon.

The second class of problems involves solving for the time evolution of the

magnetization, M(~r, t) or Mi,j(t) in discretized form. For solving this problem,

the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert (LLG) equation has been found experimentally and

theoretically to provide a good description of the time evolution of a magnetic

moment in a field:

dM

dt
= −γM × Heff +

α

Ms

(M × (M × Heff )). (B.6)

Numerical integration is performed in order to solve this equation. In principle,

the integration is performed at each node in the mesh with a different effective field

also calculated for each node. At each time step ts, the LLG equation is integrated

yielding Mi,j(ts) for each node. From this, a new effective field can be calculated

at each node and the LLG is then integrated in the next time step.

In actual practice, there are two main computational tasks for a micromag-

netic simulator to accomplish: 1) solving the LLG differential equation, and 2)
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computing the effective field across the mesh. The computational algorithms uti-

lized are beyond the scope of this dissertation, but the differential equation can be

solved using several methods such as an Euler Cartesian method or a Cartesian

Predictor-Corrector integrator. In computing the effective field, the biggest chal-

lenge is calculating the self-magnetostatic field which due to long range order can

depend on the magnetization of all other nodes in the mesh. A fast method for

computing this is to perform a convolution of the magnetization against a kernel

which describes the cell to cell magnetostatic interactions. The convolution can be

evaluated in a computationally efficient way using fast Fourier Transform (FFT)

techniques.
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